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Overview
History

Introduction
History

(Source: Hiawatha Gardens Historical Exhibit 2017-01-11 (1))
“The City of Manitou Springs is located approximately 5
miles northwest of Colorado Springs with a population of
approximately 5,300 with a daily influx of visitors that more
than doubles our population during peak tourist season. The
Hiawatha Gardens complex is a historically significant structure
that is located in close proximity to the center of the City and
adjacent to other City buildings and parks.
The City of Manitou Springs (the “City”) purchased the property
known as Hiawatha Gardens in 2016 with transportation funds
from the Pikes Peak Rural Transportation Authority. The property
contains a large area for parking and historic structure, parts of
which date to before 1900, which has had various uses over the
years. Its heyday was probably from 1921 through 1955 when it
served as a nationally known music venue which attracted many
famous musical acts and performers. Over the years various
non-historic additions have been added to the main structure
but the historic dance hall is undoubtedly the key feature of the
structure. Over the last 4-5 years, various City sponsored task
forces have documented the significant history of the building,
attempted to understand the structural integrity of the structure
and held community meetings to get the citizens input on what
should be done with the building and how it should be used if
retained.
City Council formed Task Force No. 3 in October 2020 to evaluate
how to best restore the historically relevant portions of the
building and gave it 9 months to develop an actionable plan for
the future of the building. Recent evaluations by two separate
structural engineers, have suggested that they believe the
historic dance hall is structurally sound and that it is very feasible
to retain and restore that portion of the building.

The contractor devoted 6 weeks of actual work to accomplish
the selective demolition, definitively establish the structural and
historic integrity of the historic dance hall, protect the historic
dance hall for future restoration activities and prepare the areas
just adjacent to the demolition for temporary use as additional
parking.
While the Hiawatha Gardens building in its entirety was originally
included in the Manitou Springs Historic District, it, along with
a significant portion of the District that lies east of the historic
downtown, was removed from the Historic District in the 1990’s.
It is fully anticipated that at the time restoration activities begin
on the historic dance hall, that structure will have been reincluded in the Historic District as a contributing resource to the
District. It is also anticipated that grants from History Colorado
and others may form a substantive portion of the funding for the
restoration activities.
As a separate phase of this overall project, the City is soliciting
architectural services for the design of an adjoining or potentially
attached structure or structures to provide for restroom facilities
for both the historic Hiawatha Gardens dance hall and a newly
constructed mobility hub and the entire Hiawatha Gardens
site. A companion project will solicit a site design for the entire
Hiawatha Gardens property. Those projects will be funded from
different funding sources and will be handled as separate phases
of this overall project”.

The consensus on the northern historic section of the building
has now changed, given more extensive evaluation, to a finding
that it was poorly constructed initially, has been very negatively
impacted by deficient drainage emanating from the street to
the north and that it is not economically feasible to restore that
building and its adjacent link to the south.
Thus, the first action taken by the Hiawatha Gardens Task Force
No. 3 was to obtain proposals from qualified general contractors
to demolish selective non-historic and structurally unsound
portions of the building and then to better assess the structural
integrity of the historic dance hall. A contractor was selected for
that work in April and was given notice to proceed on May 21,
2021.
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Project Scope

Phase 1 Scope
Per City of Manitou Springs, Professional Architectural Services
for Hiawatha Gardens Restoration Design and Cost Estimates RFP
2021-012, and further refined per Hiawatha Gardens Subcommittee
recommendations and site visit and coordination meetings.

3.

1.

4.

2.

Investigation of the historic appearance of the dance hall
during the 1920-1950 period of significance and preparation
of concept designs detailing the exterior appearance of
the building when appropriately rehabilitated. Appropriate
design of the interior of the dance hall should preserve
the dance hall character of the building while allowing for
necessary amenities for community center like activities.
Design of adjoining or attached structures for the necessary
restroom facilities and a mobility hub that provide the
needed functionality and meet the Manitou Springs Historic
District standards and guidelines for additions to historic
structures or new construction within the Historic District.
a. Restrooms should be built to be accessible from
both the historic dance hall and the mobility hub and
available to the public independent of either the dance
hall or mobility hub being open.
b. The mobility hub should be designed to accommodate
the following: bike rack for 50 bikes; a shaded shelter
for riders, bikes, hikers and pedestrians; additional
space for biker and hiker support functions; meeting
space, directional signage and maps of roads and trails.

5.

An appropriate site design for the Hiawatha Gardens
property accounting for the fact that the majority of the site
will continue to be utilized for parking, supporting tourism,
visitors and community events.
In coordination with City Staff and Hiawatha Gardens Task
Force #3, assist with appropriate community engagement to
inform the community of the proposed design and to elicit
input from the community on proposed design/use options
and on the functionality of the interior design concepts.
Since the historic dance hall is expected to have been
re-included in the Manitou Springs Historic District as a
contributing resource, the Architect will be required to
oversee the proceedings before the Manitou Springs Historic
Preservation Commission to obtain their approval of the
exterior design.

Hiawatha Gardens Dance hall - Pikes Peak Library District Special Collections
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Goals

Future Considerations

1.

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

Accessibility - To provide state-of-the art infrastructure that
can showcase Manitou Springs as a place for people of all
physical abilities to live and visit.
Security - To create a space that feels safe, secure and
welcoming for everyone while changing modes of
transportation, waiting for transit, stowing gear such as
bicycles, and providing shelter from weather and sun.
Creativity - Design a community facility that encourages
the Manitou spirit of creativity by providing spaces that can
incorporate art, temporary art displays, performance art and
other innovations.
Natural Aesthetic -The Hiawatha Gardens Design should
reflect the natural beauty of Manitou Springs and enhance
the creekside location.
Mobility Hub – provide a site that integrates, encourages
and supports different modes of transportation for visitors
and community members.
Sustainability – Implement the four dimensions of
Sustainable Development as noted:
a. Economic Prosperity
- Support a more diverse and year-round community
- Reduce the need to travel in downtown Manitou by car
b. Socially Inclusive
- Ensure residents are able to enjoy the amenities/
quality of life that makes Manitou Springs a great place
to live
c. Environmentally Sustainable
- Reduce the community’s greenhouse gas emissions and
investigate options/ steps to be carbon neutral
- Enhance ecosystem health
- Expand the use of pollinator friendly plants
d. Good Governance
- Encouraging community involvement
- Improve the sustainability of municipal operations/
facilities
- Enhancing water conservation, energy efficiency, and
waste reduction
Rehabilitation – Honor the historical aspects of the site
and project with the future development, specifically to
rehabilitate the historic dance hall for future community
use.
Design for future – Provide a site/ building to be utilized for
generations.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

Covered Bike Parking - Consider providing cover for some (if
not all) bike racks to encourage more forms of transit to and
from the mobility hub.
Creek Stabilization and Restoration - Consider future
coordination/collaboration with the City of Manitou Springs
and additional organizations for restoration of Fountain
Creek which runs south of Hiawatha Gardens, by others.
Creek Trail Connection - Consider future coordination with
Creek Trail Connection to the southwestern edge of the
Hiawatha Gardens site, by others.
Vehicular Circulation - Consider one-way vs two-way
vehicular circulation on Old Mans Trail or the possibility of
closing and converting the road to bus/shuttle use only, by
others. Another future consideration is for one-way vs twoway entry to Hiawatha Gardens from Old Mans Trail.
Multi-mobility Stations - Consider the use of multi-mobility
transportation (including Pike Ride bicycle share program)
and location/potential electrical needs for infrastructure.
Sun Water Spa Parking - Consider future coordination
with Sun Water Spa and the City of Manitou Springs for
confirmation of shared parking spaces and potential spa
parking relocation to El Paso Boulevard.
Site Grading - Grading to be further coordinated/developed
with civil engineer during future design phases.

(Adapted from HG Subcommittee 10/14/21 & revised 02/28/22)
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Existing Site Conditions

General

Mobility Hub/Public Transportation

The Hiawatha Gardens parking area is the highest revenue
generating lot in the town of Manitou Springs. Visitors are drawn
to the site for amenities such as the quick connection to local
public transportation, easy access to public restrooms, Memorial
Park, and generous parking facilities.

Two bus stops are located on the east and west side of Old Mans
Trail which run along the west side of the site. The stops serve
both city shuttles to local landmarks and regional routes that
connect larger communities such as the City of Colorado Springs.
Currently no buses circulate within the site. Peak use of the bus
system is in the summer on weekends. Local attractions that
impact site use and public transport are from the Manitou
Incline and Cog Railroad - visitors park their vehicles in the
Hiawatha Gardens lot to board buses to these locations. The
city of Manitou Springs collected parking data at the Hiawatha
Gardens lot in Fall of 2021 to further understand visitor use and
peak flows. The table below includes the data collected by the
city:

Parking
Per on-site review and google aerial imagery from May 2020,
currently there are a total of 141 parking stalls at Hiawatha
Gardens including the twenty (20) temporary stalls added after
building demolition and accounting for the nine parking stalls
removed during demolition. Eleven (11) of the 141 stalls are
accessible stalls. Of the 141 stalls, 110 standard stalls are angled
and nine (9) are front-in. Parking stops on the south side of the
parking lot near the creek are sufficient in preventing cars and
pedestrians from going into Fountain Creek that borders the
south side of the site.
Three vehicular entry/exits to the site influence circulation.
Two entrances are accessed off of Old Mans Trail - one on
the southwest corner and one on the northwest corner. The
entrance on the southwest has been blocked by jersey barriers
by the city as a result of traffic congestion near the intersection
of Old Mans Trail and Manitou Ave. The third entry/exit is on
the northeast corner of the lot via El Paso Blvd. Pay stations
for parking are located on the west side of the site near the
northwest entry/exit to the Hiawatha Gardens parking lot.
Manitou Springs City Council recently required all Incline users
to have a parking reservation at either Hiawatha Gardens or the
Iron Springs lot to the west.

Phase 1 Report

Hiawatha Gardens Parking Data Fall 2021

Day
Time
Saturday 2:30pm
Monday

Friday

Count Notes
108
Count at max usage,
minimally occupied by 5pm
10:00am 38
Minimally occupied after
2pm (assumed for all
weekdays)
1:30pm 130
Count at max usage,
minimally occupied by 5pm

Buses experience considerable waits turning left off of Old Mans
Trail onto Manitou Avenue, compounding traffic congestion.
Public restrooms are available nearby at the town’s municipal
buildings, west of Memorial Park. Temporary portable restrooms
(two (2) standard units and one (1) accessible unit) on site are
heavily used.

Manitou Springs, Colorado
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Existing Site Conditions

Site Pressures
Nearby attractions increase use of the lot in peak season,
generally summer weekends. Parking is at capacity by midmorning on these days. The lot is mainly used by people
going to the Manitou Incline in the morning and visitors going
to attractions in town the remainder of the day. Bus and
shuttle stops nearby take visitors to other attractions, such as
the Cog Railroad and into town.
Parking at the Iron Springs lot on Ruxton Avenue alleviates
some of the parking pressure by visitors to the Incline.
Parking at the Cog Railroad also relives parking pressure
which is normally in use and provides 200 extra spaces (due
to social distancing restrictions, not utilized in 2021). Several
area shuttles were also not operating in the 2021 tourist
season, increasing pressure on the Hiawatha Gardens Parking
area.

Parking congestion occurs frequently at Hiawatha Gardens, particularly
during the summer weekends.

It should also be noted that the site is near/within the 100
year floodplain of Fountain Creek that runs along the south
side of the Hiawatha Gardens lot. (See Figure 1 below).
While on-site, the design team learned that debris from the
north gathered on site during recent large rain storm events.
Further studies can help inform Hiawatha Garden’s status as
it relates to FEMA designated floodplains and any compliance
requirements that may result from this designation. Flooding
could be a potential concern in the future, especially as
climate change continues to impact places around the globe.

Old Mans Trail has bus/shuttle stops on both sides and contributes to
heavy traffic flow adjacent to Hiawatha Gardens.

Fountain Creek floodplain. Dark blue = flood way, light blue = floodplain, red dot = Hiawatha Gardens (Source: Echo Arch report - update 2016-08-22
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Bicycle Amenities
According to The League of American Bicyclists, Colorado
ranks 7th in the nation for bicycle friendly communities
with 23 communities ranking in the top three tiers. Of those
23 communities, six are comparable to Manitou Springs
in population size, geography and demographics (https://
bikeleague.org/bfa/awards). Award criteria includes the
categories of “encouragement” and “enforcement” which
include providing secure storage of bikes and ease of access
to other transit options. Other regional studies show that
bike as a form of transportation is encouraged by secure
storage options for bicycles. (https://commutingsolutions.
org/wp-content/uploads/RTD_Bike_Parking_Accessibility_
Plan.pdf)
Furthermore, studies show that cyclists are good for local
business - they tend to spend more per visit, stay longer and
demographically have more discretionary income to spend
per trip (https://www.adventurecycling.org/resources/blog/
bikes-bucks-6-ways-bicycling-benefits-businesses-localeconomies/). Encouraging high quality bicycle facilities at the
Hiawatha Gardens mobility hub could have positive impacts
on the Manitou Springs Community.

Covered, metered bike locker facility, Boulder County, Colorado.

Pedestrian Circulation
Hiawatha Gardens currently operates as a mobility hub
for pedestrian arrival/departure for several different user
groups, leading to congestion issues between pedestrian
and vehicular traffic. Existing pedestrian circulation flow at
Hiawatha Gardens is predominately from the western side of
the site. This includes visitors at Memorial Park, Incline users
waiting for the bus shuttle and locals using public transit to
get around Manitou Springs.

The bridge on Old Mans trail with limited pedestrian circulation.

The crosswalk at Old Mans Trail is used frequently but pedestrians
crossing from Memorial Park/adjacent parking to Hiawatha Gardens for
shuttle pick up and public restrooms.

Phase 1 Report
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Precedents

Architectural Style
The following precedent images represent the overall character, style, and materials being considered at
Hiawatha Gardens. This includes images of historic structures that were previously located on site, as seen in
the bottom two photos.

Shelters / Shade / Roofline Character

Restroom Facilities

Materials
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Precedents

Transportation Amenities
Amenities to be considered at the Mobility Hub:
• Bicycle Storage Lockers
• Bicycle Racks
• Bicycle Repair Station
• Waterbottle Filing Stations / Drinking Fountains
• Electric Vehicle (EV) Charging Stations
(in adjacent parking lot)

Bicycle Storage Lockers
Bike Lockers

Bicycle Racks

Bicycle Repair Stations

Electric Vehicle (EV) Charging Stations

Shade Shelter

Drinking Fountain and Water Bottle Filing Stations
Phase 1 Report
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Precedents

Other Site Amenities

Way Finding and Signage

Seasonal Planting Opportunities

18

Manitou Springs, Colorado

Note: The Manitou Springs Signage Design Manual will be referred to in all
future design phases for wayfinding, signage, and additional amenities.
Hiawatha Gardens

Precedents
Art Installation

From Manitou Springs Art Council

Music and Dance History, Big Band, Dance hall, Imagery
and Themes
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Architectural Timeline
Introduction

Scope
The architectural sections of this report are a continuation of
the work previously completed to investigate the history of
the Hiawatha Gardens site. Two documents referenced in the
following architectural sections are the 2016 Evaluation and
Assessment of 10 Old Man’s Trail by Echo Architecture and
the Hiawatha Gardens: Soul of Manitou Music presentation
compiled by local historian Deborah Harrison (HG - Hiawatha
Gardens Historical Exhibit 2017-01-11). These previous reports
have informed the writers of this report. They have provided
critical information on the history of the building and site as well
as the building configuration and conditions previous to this
team’s involvement in the project.

preserve the dance hall character of the building while
allowing for necessary amenities for community centerlike activities.
Design of adjoining or attached structures for the
necessary restroom facilities and a mobility hub that
provide the needed functionality and meet the Manitou
Springs Historic District standards and guidelines for
additions to historic structures or new construction within
the Historic District. (Source: City of Manitou Springs,
Professional Architectural Services for Hiawatha Gardens
Restoration Design and Cost Estimates RFP 2021-012).

This report and the associated graphics included are focused
on addressing the tasks outlined in the Hiawatha Gardens
Restoration Design RFP as follows:
Investigation of the historic appearance of the dance
hall during the 1920-1950 period of significance and
preparation of concept designs detailing the exterior
appearance of the building when appropriately restored.
Appropriate design of the interior of the dance hall should

Hiawatha Club - Denver Public Library image CHS.J2040, c.1880-1890
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Architectural Timeline
1889 - 1900

Timeline
The timeline included is focused on the architectural and major site changes at the Hiawatha Gardens site since the original
construction over 130 years ago from the time of this report.
•

1889 - The Hiawatha Club, a three-story Victorian style Gentlemen’s Club was built in 1889 by F.L. Smith for a cost of $8,000.
This structure first appears on the 1890 Sanborn Fire Insurance maps bounded on the south by the Fountaine Qui Bouille
(now Fountain Creek), and by the Old Mans Path (now Old Mans Trail) on the west. A structure with laundry and a kitchen
lies northwest of the Hiawatha Club, in figure X only the roof is visible above the hillside. During this period the grounds were
utilized as a beer garden. The dance hall structure has yet to be completed.
•

1895 – Sanborn Fire Insurance Map includes the small one story building in the foreground of
the dance hall. Photograph shows the neighboring Boarding House obscuring the Hiawatha
Family Concert Garden

•

c1897– The open-air dance hall is added to the south of the Hiawatha Club by F.L.M Smith. At
an unknown date, Adolph Fehringer took possession of the Hiawatha Club and renames it to
the Hiawatha Family Concert Garden. Echo Architecture’s assessment stated the pavilion was
used as a restaurant, beer garden and theater.

•

1900 – The “Dance Pavilion” appears in the Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps, attached to the
south end of the Hiawatha Club, noted as “been closed a long time” and that “1 family live in
building”. Eight small round structures appear on the southwest side of the dance pavilion,
described as lattice booths.

1895 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map

1895 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map

Hiawatha Club - Denver Public Library image P-1709, c.1886-1909
Phase 1 Report
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Architectural Timeline
1900 - 1921

A photo caption from this period describes the buildings on-site at this time:
In the center is the Hiawatha Gardens, a frame structure with gables and dormers.
A sign on the roof ridge reads; “Hiawatha Family Concert Garden”. On This side of
it is a shingle style, three-story dwelling, with gables, dormers, a bay window and
chimneys. South of the Hiawatha is an open-air pavilion with a gabled hip roof;
on it is written: “Concerts Day & Evening”. This is the dance hall with a suspended
dance floor. (Source: Denver Public Library image P-1709, c.1886-1909)
•

1903 - The Hiawatha Park Opera company will open the season at the Hiawatha
Concert gardens in Manitou about June 1. The company will present standard light
opera with weekly change of bills and at popular prices.” A 2 story addition with
stage and dressing rooms was added. What appears to be wood paneling can be seen
between the round columns in the center bays. A second material appears to have
been used to infill the north and south bays and for the two-story stage structure. The
stage appears to have been built around the south gable end of the building that exists
today. Also in this photo the site has been infilled around the dance hall structure on
the east side

•

1905 – The Hiawatha Gardens: Soul of Manitou Music presentation alludes to the
dance hall being enclosed and that it was used for community sports:
Beginning in the winter of 1905, Hiawatha Gardens served as the indoor court for
the Manitou High School men’s and women’s basketball teams. By 1911, wrestling
and boxing matches became popular as well with matches featuring the Colorado
City Bantam vs. Manitou’s Fighting Newsboy (Source: Hiawatha Gardens: Soul of
Manitou Music Presentation)

Denver Public Library Image MCC-645 c.1900-1910
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Architectural Timeline
1900 - 1921

•

1907 - Sanborn Fire Insurance Map shows a 40’ Stage added to the south of the Dancing Hall, touching the creek. Three
additional small pavilions appear, two of which are an elongated hexagon shape. The north building is labeled as having
restrooms and possibly a salon. Previous editions show the structure on the north side of the site as a hitching shed.

•

1918 - Hal Leddy acquired the property and operated the building as a dance hall. Echo Architecture’s report states at this time
four sides were open to the air

•

1920 – On August 19th, the old clubhouse caught fire. “After the main part of the building had collapsed with several spectacular
showers of sparks and flames shooting high in the air, the firemen centered their efforts on saving the dance floor.” The 1897
dance pavilion was saved and enlarged to become the new Hiawatha Gardens in 1921. (Source: Hiawatha Gardens: Soul of
Manitou Music Presentation)

Source: Manitou Springs Volunteer Fire Department
•

1921 – Hal Leddy enlarged the dance hall after the 1920 fire. A new refreshments area was built north of the dance hall with a
similar roof structure to the dance hall, but this portion of the building and roof ridge is oriented running east to west generally.
Small cottages to the east of the dance hall were added for new automobile tourists visiting the area
The dance hall was enlarged by adding
10’ wide wings on the east and west
sides. The square columns were likely
added at this time to support the header
shown in Echo Architecture’s report. The
roof was extended over these sections
at a shallower slope (apx. 1:12 slope)
than the hip portions (6:12 slope) of the
original roof.
Exterior walls were of ‘modern stucco’
with ribbon openings on the east and
west new wings. A postcard from the
time shows the appearance of the
buildings from this time.

2016 Evaluation and Assessment of 10 Old Man’s Trail by Echo Architecture (Modified by BVH)

Phase 1 Report
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Architectural Timeline
1921 - 2015

Ad and Postcard c.1920

Hiawatha Gardens Dance hall - Pikes Peak Library District Special Collections (Enlarged Below)
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Architectural Timeline
1921 - 2015

An ad for Bob Hiltbrand’s Orchestra highlights that bar service and sandwiches were available on-site.
The new Hiawatha Gardens was clad in “modern” stucco and the extended dance floor could hold several hundred more people.
The openings above the half-walls framed the view of Pikes Peak on moonlit nights. If the weather was bad, canvas awnings
were rolled down. “We talked the owner into letting the orchestra run the place – pay to have the building heated … Within
three months we were getting as many as 2,000 people.” - Bob Hiltbrand Local Orchestra leader
•

1950 - Sanborn Fire Insurance Map shows the structure for refreshments attached and to the north of the Dancing Hall with the
note “burned and rebuilt”. The hitching shed from the 1900-1920s map does not appear. Only 4 of the small pavilions to the
west appear.

•

1952 – 1995 – Sometime in this period, the north section of the Hiawatha Gardens was converted to a restaurant. Multiple
additions were made shown in blue, from Echo Architecture’s report.

•

SECTION ONE:
- GENERAL DESCRIPTION,
CONTINUED
1995 – The dance hall portion
ofBUILDING
the building
was reportedly
not used after 1995 and the building was vacant

SECTION ONE: BUILDING
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Architectural Timeline
2000’s

•

2015 - Purchased by the City of Manitou Springs (also reported as 2010 https://www.manitouspringsgov.com/DocumentCenter/
View/2635/CIP-2020-Hiawatha-Gardens-Building-Remodel-and-Parking-Lot?bidId=)

•

2021 – The selective demolition commences according to previous structural evaluations as noted:
Recent evaluations by two separate structural engineers, have suggested that they believe the historic dance hall is
structurally sound and that it is very feasible to retain and restore that portion of the building. The consensus on the
northern historic section of the building has now changed, given more extensive evaluation, to a finding that it was poorly
constructed initially, has been very negatively impacted by deficient drainage emanating from the street to the north and
that it is not economically feasible to restore that building and its adjacent link to the south. Thus, the first action taken by
the Hiawatha Gardens Task Force No.3 was to obtain proposals from qualified general contractors to demolish selective
non-historic and structurally unsound portions of the building and then to better assess the structural integrity of the
historic dance hall. (Source: Hiawatha Gardens Historical Exhibit 2017-01-11(1))
The diagram below shows the areas for demolition. The 1897 original dance hall structure outlined in yellow, remains, although
the two grey partition walls inside the yellow rectangle have been removed. The areas in green outside of the yellow rectangle
are portions likely added in the 1920s by Hal Leddy with the expansion of the dance hall wings, and addition to the roof. The
exterior walls from the 1920’s addition were removed, so no further investigation into the original construction of the wings was
able to be conducted.

•

Summer 2021 - Current project initiated. Design team conducts first site visit and documents building as shown in existing
conditions photos included in this report

Source: https://www.manitouspringsgov.com/412/_Hiawatha-Gardens
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Existing Conditions Photos

Interior wood floors on the north end of the building in need of repair.
Construction plastic has been installed around the building perimeter
to provide temporary enclosure and protection of the building interior
until building renovations/rehabilitation can occur.
Northeast corner of the current building shows exposed crawl space,
especially at the north end of the building.
Existing ceiling condition with original clear span “queen rod” trusses
in good condition, and able to be restored to preserve the two-story
volume that lends well to a highly flexible community and event space
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Building Rehabilitation
Original Construction
Existing Conditions
Historical photos from 1897 show the original open-air dance
hall structure, built south of the Hiawatha Club. The original
structure features a shingled dutch gable roof, with the roof
ridge running north/ south. Gable ends are exposed and are
currently shingled. Original material at this location is not
identifiable from historical photos.
The minimal building façade features a prominent fascia possibly
incorporating a drainage system, and regularly spaced columns
on the east and west supported by grouted stone foundations.
The dance floor when constructed was elevated above grade,
overlooking gardens on the east side of the building.
The current design team first visited the site in the summer of
2021, after demolition of the portions deemed non-historic
and structurally unsound were complete. The portion of the
building within the dashed red line exists, along with 2-3 feet of
the roofing and framing from the wings that were added in the
1920’s. The building addition “wings” (and the wall infill portions
with stucco and wood framing) from the 1920s were recently
demolished. The original construction (roof line, original tapered
wood columns and added square columns, header, sidewall,
ceiling and floors) are largely intact, in good and repairable
condition.

under the asphalt shingles in this area and if they should be
repaired or replaced.
2 - 3 feet of roof framing that is not original exists around the
building. This framing can be identified easily, it is at a lower
slope (1:12 slope) than the hip roof portions (6:12 slope). On
the east and west sides of the building this framing appears to
be from the addition of the wings added in the 1920’s during
the expansion of the dance hall. This framing will be removed to
eliminate the non historic framing and expose the original roof
silhouette.

Exterior Elements
Roof
The existing dutch gable roof does not appear to have any major
changes to it since it was originally constructed in 1897. The
stage addition in the 1920’s did not adversely affect the original
roof and the southern gable end is intact. Dimensional asphalt
shingles were installed around 2011.
Rehabilitation is anticipated to include new asphalt shingle
roofing in a color similar to the existing roof. Insulation boards
may be utilized to add insulation to the roof system which would
require new shingles and ventilation system. Insulation is not
recommended at the interior where the exposed bead board
ceiling is still intact.
Gable ends on the north and south sides of the roof are exposed
and are currently shingled. Original material at this location
is unknown. Careful inspection of this area will be conducted
during design to verify if additional layers of materials exist
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Fascia + Soffits
On the east and west sides of the building the added roof
framing from the 1920’s wings attaches to what may be the
original fascia. Portions of the historic, 1897 wood soffit material
exist. A section on the east side of the building appears to be
smooth, possibly rounded boards running perpendicular to the
roof framing. The majority of the soffit is comprised of wood
panels.
Examining historical photos of the dance hall without additions,
a thick fascia is located at the ends of the roof. Further
investigation and careful deconstruction of the existing framing
and fascia will be needed to determine whether portions of the
fascia, soffits and roof trims are historical. The goal will be to
carefully review the wood components to ascertain and “peel
away” the later wood elements in order to reveal the original
materials, the unique details used and to repair rather than
replace the wood elements, where possible.

Floor Framing
The floor framing was not inspected for this report as it has been
deemed structurally stable by two previous engineers reports.
During the dismantling and detailed investigation process to be
conducted in the next design phase, a structural engineer will be
required to review the remaining foundations and floor framing
to determine the scope of repairs needed and to complete
an assessment of the remaining structural elements and their
connections. This review is recommended to determine the

building loads and connections holistically. Some sistering of
the existing wood framing will likely be required if any areas are
damaged or deteriorated.
The image of the foundations taken from the south side of the
building shows stone rubble foundations supporting floor joists,
2x12s are assumed, running east-west resting on wood beams
running north-south. The floor framing is approximately 6’-0”
above grade on the north end of the building and 3’-0” above
grade on the south.

Foundations
A variety of foundation systems remain on-site including
stone rubble, concrete, CMU and wood posts are visible under
the north portion of the dance hall. A holistic review during
construction is required to determine what elements are historic
and original in their design and detailing, which elements are
added – either from additions no longer in place and/or that
may be redundant and can be removed. Repairs will be required
where existing stone rubble foundations mortar joints are
deteriorating. The crawl space is exposed dirt of decomposed
red sandstone.
The Manitou greenstone from the portions of demolished
additions may be salvaged for use on site or should be salvaged
and turned over to the City of Manitou Springs.
The natural spring noted in previous reports as intermittently
flowing was included on initial site plan schemes. However, the
Hiawatha Garden Task Force’s feedback is that the spring does
not run and does not need to be incorporated into the mobility
hub site plan and should not impact the building foundations.

Railings
Railing systems are difficult to identify from historical photos.
In the foreground, a short railing or screen may be in place on
the east side of the pavilion. Shadows of a very simple ranch
style railing can be seen on the west side of the building. No
remnants of these railings are believed to be existing and were
likely demolished in the series of additions on the building.
New construction of exterior walls may incorporate a reference
to these railings, and will be further investigated in the design
during the construction document phase.
These railings were likely part of the original open air structure
from 1897 - 1903.
Phase 1 Report
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Interior Elements
Exterior Walls

Trusses

No exterior walls were present during the original construction
when the dance hall pavilion was open-air. Exterior walls added
on the dance hall wings by Hall Leddy in the 1920’s were a
‘modern stucco’ as previously mentioned. Photographs of a
damaged exterior wall were included in the Gardens: Soul of
Manitou Music presentation showing wood framing, metal lathe
and a stucco finish.

The most prominent feature of the dance hall interior is the
series of queen rod trusses, consisting of built-up 2x8’s and steel
rod tension members. These unique trusses were uncommon in
the western U.S. and uncommon in general after 1900. (Source:
HG - Hiawatha Gardens Historical Exhibit 2017-01-11).

At some point in the building’s life wood siding was also added
on the top half of the
dance hall exterior
walls. The wood siding
was not mentioned
in historical reports
of the building, and
was reportedly
poorly installed
and demolished in
2021. No historical
assessment could be
done by this team.
For these reasons,
the new exterior walls
are proposed to be a
stucco finish system
similar to the 1920’s
dance hall wings.

The existing trusses allowed for a large clear floor space desired
for the dance hall. The benefits and unique qualities of the
queen rod truss system was summarized well as previously
presented to the community:
A queen post truss has two principal rafters and two
vertical queen posts. The queen post truss extends the
span, and combined with spliced joints in the longer
members, extends the useful span for trusses of these
types. As with a king post, the queen posts may be
replaced with iron rods and thus called a queen rod truss.
The queen rod trusses that were utilized at Hiawatha
Gardens allowed for a sizable span that enabled Hiawatha
to have a large and open floor plan. Additionally, although
the benefit isn’t obvious at Hiawatha, queen rod trusses
create larger openings in the trusses compared to king
rod trusses. This enables better HVAC system access and
possible usage of the top of the roof pitch, above the
trusses, for additional amenities. (Source: https://www.
manitouspringsgov.com/650/Answers-to-Your-Questions)
These trusses appear to be in good condition. Rehabilitation
work should include paint analysis testing of the multiple
layers of paint on the trusses and all other historic materials
to determine their original color for consideration when paint
colors are selected.
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Columns
The original 10” round tapered, smooth wood columns were
observed on the east and the west sides of the dance hall
supporting the queen rod trusses. The majority of these columns
are inside existing non-historic interior wall framing. One
location in the northeast corner of the building has a square
wood column, assumed to be a replacement. This square
column should be replaced with a new round wood column to
match the historic columns.

the 1920’s when the dance hall wings were added. Although
this set of columns are not original, and the sidewall may not be
either, both will remain.

Interior Finishes
Flooring
The flooring in the dance hall is believed to be wood since the
original construction time period. The existing maple wood
flooring is largely in good condition but may not be the original
floor. The intent would be for a wood floor to be utilized,
since one exists currently and is in good condition, its reuse is
recommended. One section in the northeast area of the floor is
in poor condition and should be replaced to match existing. A
cleaning is needed and areas of patching are assumed. Generally
the floors appeared flat, without loose or warped boards.
Areas of wood flooring extend beyond the edges of the roof
structure and could be used to patch the existing flooring.
The portions of flooring that are not well protected from the
elements and may deteriorate by the time construction begins
should be removed as soon as possible in order to use them for
the floor patching work.

There is a remnant of an older decorative column and base
wood profiled moulding that should be carefully removed
and investigated to determine a possible construction date, if
possible. This condition, if found elsewhere in the building during
the careful dismantling of non-historic materials, may uncover
additional information for its dating and original purpose.
The offset line of square columns supporting a header and short
side wall as previously mentioned, are believed to be added in
Phase 1 Report
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Ceilings

Partitions

The ceilings and a portion of the interior walls, above 8’-0” is
wood bead board paneling painted a dark green and is applied
directly to the roof framing. The majority of the ceiling finish
is in good condition. Patching will be required where HVAC
systems were cut into the finish. On the south side of the dance
hall a large tarp is obscuring the existing conditions of the ceiling.
Further investigation is needed in this area to survey the existing
conditions.

The existing painted drywall finish and wood framed partitions/
interior walls are not part of the original construction and should
be removed. This removal will need to be careful, to limit
any additional damage to the remaining original construction
elements including the existing flooring or wood columns any
further.
The existing partitions enclose many of the historical round
columns and the additional square columns, which will be
exposed at which time repair or replacement can be addressed.
The existing partition walls being set inside of the existing side
wall/ header allow for the former HVAC systems to be run in
this partition wall, distributing airflow at the top of the wall. A
similar construction methodology will be considered during
further design phases so systems can be concealed in new walls
or soffits limiting penetrations in historical elements.

Windows

Header/ Soffit

A minimal number of windows and wood trim located in the
partition walls are not original and in poor condition. These
windows should be removed.

A side wall was added, likely during the addition of the dance
hall wings in the 1920’s. The header in this area is in good
condition where it is exposed, although the partition walls are
obscuring a majority of the header and side wall. New exterior
walls for the dance hall will be moved just under this header in
the next phase of design. Patching of the interior face will be
required and is anticipated to be exposed. The header will need
to be further examined, although no adverse deflection has been
observed to date.
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Building Rendering: BVH Architecture

New Construction

The new roof will be wood construction with an asphalt shingle
roof to match the dance hall.

As noted in the previous section the majority of the existing
interior finishes are in good condition and need only minor
repair and refinishing. Multiple layers of paint were observed on
one wood truss. Paint analysis could be considered to determine
which layer of paint is historic and replicate that color and
repaint with that color today.
The new exterior walls and other new elements should be
treated with distinct finishes that will differentiate the historic
materials from the new to distinguish between existing
construction and new construction.
New exterior walls will be considered to appear differently than
the existing construction. The design team will consider showing
more glazing than is shown in current renderings to reflect
the open air condition that would have been a highlight of the
original construction and capitalize on the surrounding views.
The addition of a breezeway/ connector portion of the building
is envisioned as being mostly transparent, with a large amount
of glazing, to allow for views through the addition and to set it
apart from the rehabilitated portions of the Hiawatha Gardens
dance hall.
A new mobility hub restroom pavilion is envisioned to be of
masonry construction utilizing the Manitou greenstone available
from the original Hiawatha Club foundations that remain on-site.
This stone could be cut into a linear format differentiating it
from historic stone rubble construction while still honoring the
material, site and historic use of the stone in the area. The roof
form will be similar to the dance hall with smaller proportions.
Phase 1 Report

Unique to the Hiawatha Gardens site, were the small pavilions
built on site in the 1920’s. New shade structures built on site
could mimic this construction, with the elongated hexagon
shaped roof with a steep roof pitch and columns similar to the
dance hall. These pavilions incorporated a trellis system that
were covered in ivy for the patron’s privacy. Screens could
be added to these pavilions in a modern material or trellises
provided similar to those in the 1920’s.
The City of Manitou Springs historical district guidelines will be
taken into consideration during the rehabilitation. The dance hall
and its surrounding older buildings are envisioned to be added
into the Manitou Springs Historic District. Design and layouts of
the additions including the restrooms, breezeway and potential
parking office will be further developed in the next stages of
design and construction. The team envisions gaining additional
community input on the options provided in this report at that
time.
Part of the new construction will be all new mechanical,
electrical, audio/visual and any necessary technology additions
to enhance the functional use of the dance hall as a community
center. Former heating and electrical systems have either been
demolished or are not in operation. Design consultants will be
brought on board to design systems that respect and enhance
the original construction and have minimal impact.
IT runway infrastructure by others may be installed to provide a
variety of configurations for building use in the future. The City
of Manitou could contract for systems to be installed in a future
phase as budget allows.
Manitou Springs, Colorado
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If phasing is implemented, carefully planned sequences of work
should be clearly delineated in order to incorporate key building
construction items that will preserve the historic building and
secure it from weather and further deterioration; at minimum,
a temporary mechanical system that would provide minimal
heating and conditioned air to the space until a full mechanical
system can be installed, again to preserve the building in the
interim; design the new MEP and IT systems in a manner that
will be compatible with the historic materials.

Future Use
Historically Hiawatha Gardens has been used as a dance hall,
concert venue, performance space and athletic center. Feedback
from the community and the task force has been to focus
on utilizing the rehabilitated building for the City of Manitou
community use. The historical rehabilitation of the dance hall
will be designed for flexible use of the space with amenities
added that respect the original construction, enhance and allow
for further use of the facility as a community center.
The plan options developed with feedback from the Hiawatha
Gardens task force include attached restrooms to serve both the
dance hall and the mobility hub. Similar to the nearby Memorial
Hall within City Hall, which is used as a community meeting
space, the proposed dance hall configuration includes a warming
kitchen where food and beverages can be served. Storage for
tables and chairs and a custodian’s closet within the kitchen are
additional features included on each floor plan.
Two of the floor plan configurations include the parking offices
for the City of Manitou, at the request of the Hiawatha Gardens
task force. Inclusion of these offices within the Hiawatha
Gardens complex would offer staff presence on-site and support
the city’s need for office space.
The dance hall modifications and rehabilitation efforts would
enable the City of Manitou to utilize this historic building,
providing an additional space to utilize during town festivals,
host community events, to invite guest speakers, hold
community craft fairs, farmers markets, receptions, yoga
or dance classes, along with a number of other uses not
mentioned. These activities inside the building could overflow
onto the gracious sidewalks around the building, within the
proposed plaza and across Old Mans Trail to Memorial Park
connecting city resources.
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Kitchen Facilities
A ‘warming’ or catering kitchen is shown in each floor plan
option similar to the services provided at the nearby Memorial
Hall within City Hall at the direction of the Hiawatha Gardens
Task Force.
If the community desires a commercial kitchen it would likely
need to be approximately 1000 square feet, compared to the
approximately 600 square foot kitchen shown conceptually in
plan. A full commercial kitchen would come at an increased
cost. Below are characteristics and considerations for each type
of kitchen.
Both scenarios require and hand sink and a 3-compartment
dish wash sink. Hood and grease trap requirements are to be
confirmed with the local code authorities having jurisdiction.
Warming kitchen considerations:
• Typically employ residential-grade appliances
• Food activities include warming items in a microwave, crock
pot, range, or stove
• Large, commercial grade convection ovens can typically be
used for warming bread, pastries, etc. as long the reheating
does not generate grease.
• Ample outlets and counter space for people to bring crock
pots and provide multiple microwaves
• A warming kitchen can also be a place for caterers to set up
for an event that is being catered
• May need a commercial kitchen hood based on local codes
Commercial kitchen considerations:
• Allows for facilities to generate grease, requiring a hood
over any cooking surface or oven.
• Hood must have its own exhaust as well as make-up air
• Required 3-compartment sinks connected to a grease
interceptor with water at 140 degrees
• High temp dishwashers or use chemical sanitation
• Food prepared for commercial purposes, including
fundraising, trigger building code requirements that, in turn,
require commercial grade equipment and construction
• Higher cost than warming kitchen

Hiawatha Gardens
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Building Code Requirements
Manitou Springs is under the 2015 International Existing
Building Code (IEBC) / International Building Code (IBC) at
the time of this writing. For the dance hall and associated
gathering spaces, Assembly use A-2 which includes nightclub,
bar, tavern, and dance halls and uses intended for food and/or
drink consumption will be used with the addition of a warming
kitchen in each scheme. If the kitchen is not included Assembly
use A-3 which includes art galleries, community halls, lecture
halls, exhibitions and gymnasiums and dance halls without food
Phase 1 Report

10'

30'

Dance hall with Partial Standing Use
0'

3'

10'

30'

or beverage consumption may be considered. The warming
kitchen, restrooms and parking offices are a business use,
making this a mixed occupancy building. Fire separation of these
uses will be further developed during design and construction
phases.
For this submission the dance hall has been shown with multiple
furniture configurations. A dance hall use requires five square
feet for each standing person. A lecture hall setup requires seven
square feet for each seated person. Lastly, a configuration with
tables and chairs requires fifteen square feet for each occupant.
Manitou Springs, Colorado
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Assembly w/ table and chairs use 15 net SF = 282 people
Assembly w/ chairs use
7 net SF = 604 people
Assembly w/ standing use
 	
5 net SF = 845 people
Additionally, business space occupants are added to the dance
hall totals. Business spaces are calculated at 1 occupant per 100
square feet of floor area. Storage spaces are calculated at a 1
occupant per 300 square feet of floor area. See each plan option
included for the dance hall and total building occupants used
for each scheme. The room square footage and use of the space
therefore determine the number of occupants. Then restrooms
are then sized accordingly for the number of people in the
building.
Based on the 2015 International Plumbing Code (IPC), the
restrooms in each scheme have been configured using an A-2
occupancy use which includes nightclubs, bars, taverns, dance
halls and buildings for similar purposes. If a lecture/ auditorium
is the primary use, fewer fixtures would be required but the
women’s restrooms require nearly twice the number of toilets
than the men’s restrooms. For plan simplicity at this time the
A-2 use with equal number of men’s and women’s restroom
fixtures has been used. Additionally, a dance hall A-2 use is the
most restrictive for occupant and restroom fixtures. For planning
purposes the A-2 dance hall use has been utilized to show the
most flexible configuration for all building uses currently being
considered. See each plan option for the restroom capacities
calculated.

Next Steps
If the decision is made to retain the building, the Task Force
will first review the suggestions for use of the building which
were recommended by residents in 2018/2019. Options
for use as well as cost data and additional information
will be included in a Draft Recommendation that will be
reviewed through a community engagement process. Based
the community’s response to the Draft Recommendation,
the Task Force will make adjustments and present a
Final Recommendation to City Council, as called for in
City Council’s 2020 resolution. (Source: https://www.
manitouspringsgov.com/650/Answers-to-Your-Questions)
During this investigation, the portions of the dance hall structure
that remain it has been found that rehabilitating the facility is a
workable solution for the City of Manitou Springs. The features
of a mobility hub will be incorporated into the site plan at
whatever scale is determined to benefit the community. The
design effort will continue to prioritize the project goals and
continue to determine a scheme that incorporates community
feedback into a site plan and building rehabilitation that
supports the community and future use of the site.

Two building exits will be required if occupancy is under 500
people. Three building exits will be required if the occupancy is
between 501 and 1000 people. One of these exits is required to
be accessible.
Multiple schemes have been developed, showing a range
of assembly occupancy uses for the building. Guidance will
be required from the task force or community feedback to
determine which building layout best serves the community of
Manitou Springs and the ideal number of users desired in order
to provide the infrastructure for that use.
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Program

Alternative Program

General Program/Common to All
1. Community/Event Center
All alternative plans include rehabilitation of the historic
Hiawatha Gardens dancehall into a flexible multi-use space for
community events. The 6,040 GSF existing building, its clearspan open floor plate, its current condition, and its proximity
to Manitou Springs central historic district, make this an ideal
structure for rehabilitation into a community-centric asset. The
renovated building, with the site development amenities, will
allow the building to host music, dance, community lectures
and education events, art fairs, and other special events.
Rehabilitation of the Hiawatha Gardens building will provide
Manitou Springs with an events space that will complement the
only other large community meeting space, Memorial Hall.
2. Mobility Hub
All alternative site plans include concentrated areas of
transportation support with restrooms, bicycle racks, water
bottle filling stations, storage for bicycles, bicycle repair
stations, way finding signage and clear access to public transit.
In addition, electric vehicle (EV) charging stations are provided
within the parking lot. The mobility hub will be focused on the
southwest portion of the site connecting to the bus stop/shelter
at Old Mans Trail and a potential future creek trail connection as
part of a separate project.
3. Security and Shelter
All alternative site plans provide secure spaces to lock up to
fifty (50) bicycles on twenty five (25) bicycle racks. Five to six
bicycle lockers are also provided depending on alternates as
space allows, to stow bicycles out of the weather. Parking areas
are well-lit and laid out for safe circulation of vehicles, cyclists
and pedestrians. Shade and weather shelter may be provided to
protect visitors from the typical changing weather of Colorado’s
climate and will be further defined in future phases.

5. Drainage
Sheet flow of water will be maintained to safely move water off
surfaces and inhibit standing water and potential safety issues
for visitors. Grading to be further coordinated/developed with
civil engineer during future design phases.
6. Creativity and Public Art
All alternative site plans include space to highlight the creativity
of the community and continue Manitou’s tradition of
preserving, promoting and pursuing public art.
7. Natural Aesthetic
All alternative site plans include opportunities for seasonal
plantings to complement the perennial and native vegetated
islands and planted edges of the site. Opportunities include,
hanging baskets and planters to complement the Hiawatha
Gardens dance hall architecture and general site design.
Landscape islands will be incorporated throughout the parking
lot to increase the natural aesthetic and potentially assist in
drainage of the parking area. As per City of Manitou Springs
Code of Ordinances, any landscaped areas “shall consist of one
hundred (100) percent ground coverage in living vegetation,
organic mulch, or ornamental paving or rock mulch...”. Native,
drought resistant plant species found within the Manitou Springs
climate will be considered for future plantings.

4. Accessibility/Circulation
All alternative site plans will include five (5), centrally located
accessible parking stalls with one of those stalls designated as
accessible van parking. Vehicular circulation will be two-way
throughout the site with secondary exits and/or dedicated
turnarounds. All alternative site plans will include striping and
crosswalks for pedestrian safety and access to the Hiawatha
Gardens dancehall. Transit boarding will be supported by an
accessible ramp to the bus shelter. Restrooms will be ADA
compliant as will be shade structures and way finding. An
accessible crossing from Memorial Park (by others) will be
provided to the bus shelter and provide clear access into the
Hiawatha Gardens mobility hub. Oversize vehicle parking
location to be coordinated with the City of Manitou Springs as
part of a separate project.
Phase 1 Report
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Program

Site Alternative Program

Site Alternative Program
Alternative 1 Program

Alternative 3 Program

Alternative 1 provides 139 total parking stalls with 134 standard
stalls, four (4) accessible stalls, and one (1) accessible van stall.

Alternative 3 provides 144 total parking stalls with 139 standard
stalls, four (4) accessible stalls, and one (1) accessible van stall.

The primary vehicle entry is aligned with Pinon Lane on the
northeast side of the site. A second potential parking entrance
could be located at the northwest edge along Old Mans Trail and
will be determined by the city. The second entry would alleviate
the hammerhead condition within the Hiawatha Gardens site,
however, it was noted that there are existing congestion issues
at the intersection of Old Mans Trail, El Paso Boulevard and the
entry/exit to Hiawatha Gardens in the NW location that may
be an on-going area of concern. The restroom is located on
the northwest corner of the building adjacent to the mobility
hub. A large connected plaza space (to be designed in future
phases) provides opportunities for shade structures, seating,
public art installations, trees, planters and seasonal planting
enhancements. Pedestrian and bicycle connections are located
on the southwestern edge of the site and connect to the existing
bus stop at Old Mans Trail. Pedestrian and vehicular crossings
are limited with clearly delineated pedestrian crosswalks and
outdoor spaces.

The primary vehicle entry is located on the southwest corner
of the site with a secondary entrance at the existing entry on El
Paso Boulevard. Pedestrian and vehicular crossings will be clearly
delineated with striped pedestrian crosswalks. The restroom is
located on the north side of the building. The mobility hub is
clustered on the southwestern edge of the site. Smaller plaza
spaces (to be designed in future phases) provide opportunities
for seating, public art installations, planters and seasonal
planting enhancements. Pedestrian and bicycle connections are
located on the southwestern edge of the site and connect to the
existing bus stop at Old Mans Trail.

Alternative 2 Program
Alternative 2 provides 137 total parking stalls with 132 standard
stalls, four (4) accessible stalls, and one (1) accessible van stall.
The primary vehicle entry utilizes the existing entrance on the
northeast corner of the site on El Paso Boulevard. A dedicated
striped turnaround space is provided north of the accessible
stalls for vehicles to reverse and exit along El Paso Boulevard.
A second potential parking entrance could be located at the
northwest edge along Old Mans Trail and will be determined
by the city. The second entry would alleviate the hammerhead
condition within the Hiawatha Gardens site, however, it
was noted that there are existing congestion issues at the
intersection of Old Mans Trail, El Paso Boulevard and the entry/
exit to Hiawatha Gardens in the NW location that may be an ongoing area of concern. The restroom is located on the north side
of the building. A large connected plaza space (to be designed
in future phases) provides opportunities for shade structures,
seating, public art installations, trees, planters and seasonal
planting enhancements. Pedestrian and bicycle connections
are located on the southwestern edge of the site and connect
to the existing bus stop at Old Mans Trail. Pedestrian and
vehicular crossings are limited with clearly delineated pedestrian
crosswalks and outdoor spaces.
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Alternative 4 Program
Alternative 4 provides 143 total parking stalls with 138 standard
stalls, four (4) accessible stalls, and one (1) accessible van stall.
The primary vehicle entry is located on the mid-block west
side of the site with a secondary entrance at the existing entry
on El Paso Boulevard. Pedestrian and vehicular crossings will
be clearly delineated with striped pedestrian crosswalks. The
restroom is located on the southwest side of the building. A
plaza space north of the building (to be designed in future
phases) provides opportunities for shade structures, seating,
public art installations, trees, planters and seasonal planting
enhancements. Pedestrian and bicycle connections are located
on the southwestern edge of the site and connect to the existing
bus stop at Old Mans Trail.

Hiawatha Gardens

Parking Count
Total Proposed Parking Stalls: 139
Standard: 134
Accessible (A): 4
Accessible Van (V): 1
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Aerial view from northwest looking into the main vehicle entrance

Aerial view from northeast looking into the secondary vehicle entrance

Alternative 1 Renderings
Hiawatha Gardens - Phase 1 Report
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Parking Count
Total Proposed Parking Stalls: 137
Standard: 132
Accessible (A): 4
Accessible Van (V): 1
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- Vehicular entrance from northeast
- Restroom north of Main Building
- Large connected plaza space
Potential Plaza Program:
- Shade Structure
- Seating
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- Trees/Planters/Pollinator Garden
- Pedestrian and bicycle connections on southwest
- Bicycle Racks: 25 accommodating 50 bicycles
- Includes Pike Ride/Micro-mobility spots
- Bicycle Lockers: 6
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Aerial view from northwest looking into the main vehicle entrance

Aerial view from northeast looking into the secondary vehicle entrance

Alternative 2 Renderings
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Parking Count
Total Proposed Parking Stalls: 144
Standard: 139
Accessible (A): 4
Accessible Van (V): 1
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Aerial view from northwest looking into the main vehicle entrance

Aerial view from northeast looking into the secondary vehicle entrance

Alternative 3 Renderings
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Parking Count
Total Proposed Parking Stalls: 143
Standard: 138
Accessible (A): 4
Accessible Van (V): 1
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Program
- Vehicular entrances from northeast and southwest
- Restroom southwest of Main Building
- Plaza space to north
Potential Plaza Program:
- Shade Structure
- Seating
- Public Art Installation
- Trees/Planters/Pollinator Garden
- Pedestrian and bicycle connections on southwest
- Bicycle Racks: 25 accommodating 50 bicycles
- Includes Pike Ride/Micro-mobility spots
- Bicycle Lockers: 6
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Aerial view from northwest looking into the main vehicle entrance

Aerial view from northeast looking into the secondary vehicle entrance

Alternative 4 Renderings
Hiawatha Gardens - Phase 1 Report
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Alternative 1

Alternative 2

Alternative 3

Alternative 4

Parking Count
Total Proposed Parking Stalls: 139
Standard: 134
Accessible (A): 4
Accessible Van (V): 1

Parking Count
Total Proposed Parking Stalls: 137
Standard: 132
Accessible (A): 4
Accessible Van (V): 1

Parking Count
Total Proposed Parking Stalls: 144
Standard: 139
Accessible (A): 4
Accessible Van (V): 1

Parking Count
Total Proposed Parking Stalls: 143
Standard: 138
Accessible (A): 4
Accessible Van (V): 1
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Program
- Vehicular entrances from northeast and southwest
- Restroom southwest of Main Building
- Plaza space to north
Potential Plaza Program:
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- Public Art Installation
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- Pedestrian and bicycle connections on southwest
- Bicycle Racks: 25 accommodating 50 bicycles
- Includes Pike Ride/Micro-mobility spots
- Bicycle Lockers: 6
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Architectural Preliminary Plans
Plan Descriptions

South and West Mobility Hub Floor Plans
Northwest Mobility Hub Building + Southwest
Community Plaza (1A)
The conceptual solution for rehabilitating the existing dance hall
building in floor plan 1A works in concert with the proposed
community plaza shown in the southwest corner of the site.
The building-plaza relationship accommodates a comfortable
flow of activity between indoor and outdoor community space.
The entrance lobby for the mobility hub restroom and service
building can double as a lobby entrance for the dance hall.
The architecture of the restroom building would honor the
materials and roof form of the original building, with a delicately
detailed main entry link that would connect to the main dance
hall building. Restrooms would be planned to accommodate
occupancy for the variety of events to be hosted in the
rehabilitated dance hall.
The north end of the dance hall will be renovated to include
a serving-kitchen, utility, storage, and custodial spaces for the
dance hall. The south end of the dance hall remains open air,
overlooking Fountain Creek and allowing after-hours pedestrian
circulation around the south end of the building.

Southwest Aligned Mobility Hub Building (1B)
Floor plan 1B moves the mobility hub restroom service building
to the south end of the plaza, still connecting to the main
building via a link and the west wall of the community room.
This locates the restroom closer to the future Creek Walk Trail
connection, but further from ADA stalls in the new parking
lot. Both options 1A and 1B may accommodate a maximum
occupancy of 434 persons in the main community building, with
282 of those occupants in the dance hall assuming a layout with
tables and chairs.

occupants in the dance hall assuming a layout with tables and
chairs.

Southwest Angled Mobility Hub Building (4A)
Floor plan 4A provides a Mobility Hub restroom service building
at the southwest corner of the site, taking advantage of the
future Creek Walk Trail connection at this corner of the site.
The restrooms in this scenario may accommodate up to 507
occupants in the main building, with 282 of those occupants in
the dance hall assuming a layout with tables and chairs. The
architectural expression and form of the mobility hub service
building is intended to recall the smaller pavilions and structures
that were once part of the Hiawatha Gardens site, aligning the
new services with the path of the creek.
A main entrance and lobby link connects the restrooms with the
main building community room space. This solution locates ADA
parking along the west edge of the building connecting to the
south accessible building entrance and the outdoor community
plaza to the north.

Southwest Aligned Restrooms + Parking Offices (4C)
Floor plan 4C, similar to the previous plan locates the Mobility
Hub Service Building on the south side of the site, located on
the mobility hub side of the addition. This option includes a
small office for City of Manitou for up to four staff, as well as
the warming kitchen and auxiliary spaces that are shown in the
other floor plan options.
The breezeway area is simplified as compared to scheme 4A.
282 occupants are calculated in the dance hall and 507 total in
the building including the office use and the breezeway.

Southwest Aligned Mobility Hub Building
without Patio (4B)
Floor plan 4B considers enclosing the south end, outdoor
covered breezeway overlooking the Fountain Creek environs.
This expands the interior, enclosed space of the community
room, but limits outdoor or after-hour circulation around the
south end of the building. The mobility hub service building
moves closer to the creek allowing a larger plaza area to the
north. The capacity in this scheme is similar to that of 1B with
a total of 429 occupants in the main building, with 335 of those
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Architectural Preliminary Plans
Plan Descriptions

North Mobility Hub Floor Plans
The following set of floor plans shown consider a north mobility
hub restroom and service building. The building is connected to
the main dance hall with a transparent and sensitively detailed
entrance lobby. The space between the mobility hub restroom
service building and the north end of the original building frames
a main entrance lobby, which physically connects delicately
to both. A serving-kitchen and ancillary spaces supporting the
dance hall space is proposed within the north end of the original
building, with a corridor connecting the community room to the
new lobby.
Architecturally, the mobility hub service building will share a
roof form and complementary materials of the main building.
The main entrance lobby is suggested to be more transparent
and inviting from both the east parking area and west plaza
space. This location of the proposed mobility hub building is
reminiscent of the auxiliary building that was added in the 1920’s
and subsequently removed from the original dance hall building.

North Large Mobility Hub with High Capacity Dance
Hall (2A)

North Small Mobility Hub Building (2B/3A)
Floor Plan 2B/ 3A reduces the mobility hub restroom service
building further, from approximately 1,600 SF to 1,000 SF. The
smaller service building reduces the restroom fixture count
to accommodate a maximum occupancy of 560, with 489 in
the dance hall, compared to the larger building which can
accommodate up to 845 occupants in the dance hall. The
restroom service building is configured to be the same width as
the existing dance hall.

Site Implications
Providing a plaza on the west side of the site would maximize
public outdoor space on the site. However, if a plaza is not
included in the selected site plan, the gracious sidewalks around
the building would allow for event space around the building
perimeter. While this solution would not lend itself well to
large group gatherings adjacent to the community room, other
outdoor events such as tent space for festivals, farmers markets,
art fairs, and similar events could be hosted as complementary
to the community room.

Floor plan 2A shows the largest mobility hub restroom service
building which may accommodate up to 920 occupants, with 845
in the dance hall. This layout maximizes the dance hall use as a
comparison for all other schemes.

North Mid-Sized Mobility Hub Building with Parking
Offices (3B)
Similar to floor plan 2A, Alternate 3B connects to a mid-sized
mobility hub restroom service building that can accommodate
an occupancy of 679 for the community room, and 760 total
in the building. Also similar to Alternate 2A, the architecture
for the main entrance lobby is proposed as a transparent and
minimally expressed connection between the two buildings,
paying particular respect to the scale, profile, and form of the
original building.
This option also includes renovating the north end of the existing
building to include a small office for City of Manitou for up to
four staff, as well as the warming kitchen and auxiliary spaces
that are shown in the other floor plan options.
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Architectural Preliminary Plans

Northwest Mobility Hub Building + Southwest Community Plaza (1A)

•
•
•
•
•

Requires large plaza site configuration
Mobility Hub Service Building provides a visual separation
between the parking lot and the public plaza
Plaza sited to south allows for views from plaza to creek
and future Creek Walk Trail connection
Opportunity for shade structures reminiscent of historical
small site pavilions
Views from building interior across plaza to Old Mans
Trail to Memorial Park

•
•
•
•
•

Length of breezeway increases costs
Minimal plumbing fixtures minimizes costs
Patio provides an outdoor/ covered area
Modification of historical elements are required to
provided patio
Assumes a limited number of people in the dance hall
based on a layout with tables and chairs. Furniture may
be moved but restrooms are sized for 600 total occupants

Plan Statistics
Gross Area:
Dance hall Area:

7500 SF
4225 SF

Dance hall Capacity:
Building Occupants:
Restroom Capacity:

282 (tables and chairs at 1:15)
434
600 (A2 Banquet Hall)

Interior Seats shown:
Exterior Seats Shown:

150
20

Parking Requirements:

75 Spaces (1:100 SF)
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Architectural Preliminary Plans
Southwest Aligned Mobility Hub Building (1B)

Plan Implications

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

Does not require large plaza site configuration
Mobility Hub Service Building allows circulation on the
south side with views to the creek
Mobility Hub Service Building position impedes views to
the creek from the building site
Disjointed plaza potential
Breezeway with minimal glazing - less expensive

Minimal plumbing fixtures minimizes costs
Patio provides an outdoor/ covered area
Modification of historical elements are required to
provided patio
Assumes a limited number of people in the dance hall
based on a layout with tables and chairs. Furniture may
be moved but restrooms are sized for 600 total occupants

Plan Statistics
Gross Area:
Dance hall Area:

7100 SF
4225 SF

Dance hall Capacity:
Building Occupants:
Restroom Capacity:

282 (tables and chairs at 1:15)
434
600 (A2 Banquet Hall)

Interior Seats shown:
Exterior Seats Shown:

150
20

Parking Requirements:

71 Spaces (1:100 SF)

HALL
WARMING KITCHEN
JAN

STORAGE

RECEPTION HALL
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MENS
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Floor Plan

Exterior View - Similar
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Architectural Preliminary Plans

Southwest Aligned Mobility Hub Building without Patio (4B)
Plan Implications
•
•
•
•

Does not require large plaza site configuration
Mobility Hub Service Building location pushed towards
creek partially obscures views/ circulation on the south
side
Allows for increased plaza area as compared to the
previous scheme
Breezeway with minimal glazing - less expensive

•
•
•
•

Minimal plumbing fixtures minimizes costs
Outdoor/ covered area is not provided on south end of
dance hall
Modification of historical elements is not required to
provide a patio
Assumes a limited number of people in the dance hall
based on a layout with tables and chairs. Furniture may
be moved but restrooms are sized for 600 total occupants

Plan Statistics
Gross Area:
Dance hall Area:

7100 SF
5000 SF

Dance hall Capacity:
Building Occupants:
Restroom Capacity:

335 (tables and chairs at 1:15)
429
600 (A2 Banquet Hall)

Interior Seats shown:
Exterior Seats Shown:

180
0

Parking Requirements:

71 Spaces (1:100 SF)
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JAN

STORAGE

RECEPTION HALL
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Architectural Preliminary Plans
Southwest Angled Mobility Hub Building (4A)

Plan Implications
•
•
•
•
•

Does not require large plaza site configuration
Mobility Hub Service Building location pushed towards
creek obscures views/ circulation on the south side
Allows for increased plaza area as compared to the
previous scheme
Visibility between dance hall, Mobility Hub Service
Building and Old Mans Trail stops
Siting of Mobility Hub Service Building informed by creek
edge

•
•
•
•
•

Breezeway length and configuration adds to costs
Minimal plumbing fixtures minimizes costs
Patio provides an outdoor/ covered area
Modification of historical elements are required to
provided patio
Assumes a limited number of people in the dance hall
based on a layout with tables and chairs. Furniture may
be moved but restrooms are sized for 600 total occupants

Plan Statistics
Gross Area:
Dance hall Area:

7500 SF
4225 SF

Dance hall Capacity:
Building Occupants:
Restroom Capacity:

282 (tables and chairs at 1:15)
507
600 (A2 Banquet Hall)

Interior Seats shown:
Exterior Seats Shown:

150
20

Parking Requirements:

75 Spaces (1:100 SF)

WARMING KITCHEN

HALL
JAN

STORAGE

RECEPTION HALL

BREEZEWAY

PATIO

0'

Exterior View
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10'
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Architectural Preliminary Plans

Southwest Aligned Restrooms + Parking Offices (4C)

Plan Statistics
Gross Area:
Dance hall Area:

8300 SF
4225 SF

Plan Implications

Dance hall Capacity:
Building Occupants:
Restroom Capacity:

282 (tables and chairs at 1:15)
507
600 (A2 Banquet Hall)

Interior Seats shown:
Exterior Seats Shown:

150
20

Parking Requirements:

83 Spaces (1:100 SF)

•
•
•
•
•

Increased area at Mobility Hub Service Building
minimizes plaza area
Mobility Hub Service Building location pushed towards
creek obscures views/ circulation on the south side
Breezeway configuration is neutral - simple configuration
but multiple glazing locations
Inclusion of parking offices provides benefit of normal
users on site
Location of parking offices does not impact historical
building extents

•
•
•
•
•

Minimal plumbing fixtures minimizes costs
Patio provides an outdoor/ covered area
Modification of historical elements are required to
provided patio
Assumes a limited number of people in the dance hall
based on a layout with tables and chairs. Furniture may
be moved but restrooms are sized for 600 total occupants
Largest building square footage for options with small
restroom plan will increase costs

WARMING KITCHEN

HALL
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Architectural Preliminary Plans

North Large Mobility Hub with High Capacity Dance Hall (2A)

Plan Implications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Best fit within large plaza site configuration
Mobility Hub Service Building does not obstruct views to
the creek from the plaza
Plaza space not broken up by Mobility Hub Service
Building
Similar building configuration and entry condition as the
historical additions to dance hall
Mobility Hub Service Building can shift east in site
configuration without a plaza, otherwise wings jutting
into site
Patio provides an outdoor/ covered area
Modification of historical elements are required to
provided patio

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Simpler construction, minimal glazing on the breezeway
would be less expensive that other options presented
Large capacity in the dance hall supported by large
mobility hub service building (largest capacity scheme
provided)
Highest plumbing fixture count and associated costs
Maximum occupancy for dance hall shown in this option
Occupancy count may be too high for community center
and be underused
During large capacity events the number of occupants
will need to be managed to avoid conflicts with high
tourist season parking needs
Conflict between parking for summer weekend use and
dance hall scheduled events

Plan Statistics
Gross Area:
Dance hall Area:

8500 SF
4225 SF

Dance hall Capacity:
Building Occupants:
Restroom Capacity:

845 (standing at 1:5)
920
960 (A2 Nightclub, bar, tavern, dance hall)

Interior Seats shown:
Exterior Seats Shown:

386
20

Parking Requirements:

85 Spaces (1:100 SF)
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MENS

WOMENS

BREEZEWAY
BREEZEWAY

WARMING KITCHEN
WARMING KITCHEN

HALL

HALL
JAN

JAN

STORAGE

STORAGE

EVENT CENTER /
DANCEHALL
EVENT CENTER /
DANCEHALL

PATIO
PATIO

Exterior View
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Architectural Preliminary Plans

North Mid-Sized Mobility Hub Building with Parking Offices (3B)

Plan Implications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adaptable to all site configurations
Mobility Hub Service Building does not obstruct views to
the creek from the plaza
Plaza space is not broken up by Mobility Hub Service
Building
Similar building configuration and entry condition as the
historical additions to dance hall
Wide sidewalks around the building are consistent
Patio provides an outdoor/ covered area
Modification of historical elements are required to
provided patio
Simpler construction, minimal glazing on the breezeway
would be less expensive that other options presented

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Moderate capacity in the dance hall supported by midsized Mobility Hub Service Building
Second highest occupancy count
Occupancy count may be too high for community center
and be underused
During large capacity events the number of occupants
will need to be managed to avoid conflicts with high
tourist season parking needs
Conflict between parking for summer weekend use and
dance hall scheduled events
Inclusion of parking offices provides benefit of normal
users on site
Location of parking offices impacts the historical building
extents

Plan Statistics
Gross Area:
Dance hall Area:

8300 SF (including patio)
3400 SF

Dance hall Capacity:
Building Occupants:
Restroom Capacity:

679 (standing at 1:5)
760
800 (A2 Nightclub, bar, tavern, dance hall)

Interior Seats shown:
Exterior Seats Shown:

286
20

Parking Requirements:

83 Spaces (1:100 SF)
JAN/ SERVICE

FAMILY

FAMILY
FAMILY

FAMILY

JAN/ SERVICE
MENS

WOMENS

MENS

WOMENS

BREEZEWAY

BREEZEWAY

WARMING
KITCHEN

HALL

WARMING
KITCHEN

HALL

PARKING OFFICES

OFFICE
PARKING OFFICES

JAN
OFFICE

JAN

STORAGE

STORAGE

DANCEHALL

DANCEHALL

COVERED PATIO

COVERED PATIO

Exterior View
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Architectural Preliminary Plans
North Small Mobility Hub Building (2B/3A)
Plan Implications
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adaptable to all site configurations
Mobility Hub Service Building does not obstruct views to
the creek from the plaza
Plaza space is not broken up by Mobility Hub Service
Building
Similar building configuration and entry condition as the
historical additions to dance hall
Wide sidewalks around the building are consistent
Patio provides an outdoor/ covered area

Plan Statistics
Gross Area:
Dance hall Area:
•
•
•
•
•

Modification of historical elements are required to
provided patio
Simpler construction, minimal glazing on the breezeway
would be less expensive that other options presented
Compact floor plan with Mobility Hub Service Building
matching the dance hall building width
Capacity in the dance hall supported by Mobility Hub
Service Building
Occupancy count may be too high for community center
and be underused

8000 SF
4225 SF

Dance hall Capacity:
489
(2676 SF of tables and chairs at 1:15 + 1547 SF standing at 1:5)
Building Occupants:
560
Restroom Capacity:
560 (A2 Nightclub, bar, tavern, dance hall)
Interior Seats shown:
Exterior Seats Shown:

90
20

Parking Requirements:

80 Spaces (1:100 SF)

JAN/ SERVICE
FAMILY

FAMILY

MENS

WOMENS

WARMING KITCHEN

HALL
JAN

STORAGE

TABLES AND
CHAIRS

DANCEHALL

COVERED PATIO

Exterior View
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Building Design
Interior Layouts

Lecture

Banquet

Dance Hall

Covered Patio
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Alternative 1
Parking Count
Total Proposed Parking Stalls: 140
Standard: 133
Accessible (A): 4
Accessible Van (V): 1
Oversize: 2

Initial Alternatives
Considered & Dismissed

Program
- Vehicular entrance from northwest
- Restroom southwest of Main Building
- Large connected plaza space
- Pedestrian and bicycle connections on west
- Bicycle Racks: 25 accommodating 50 bicycles
- Bicycle Lockers: 4

El P
aso

Blv
d

Main Vehicle Entry
Potential Art Location
Oversize
Vehicle
Parking

Ex Pay Stations
Ex Curb Cut

Electric Vehicle
Charging Station,
Typical

Accessible Crosswalk
and Route from Park
Ex Bus Stop and
Shelter

12’-0”

A

Shade Structure
V
A

Stairs

Memorial Park

Accessible Ramp

16’-0”

A
A

Accessible Parking,
Typical
Landscape Buffer

Main Entry

22’-0”

Bicycle Lockers,
Typical

Covere
d
Breeze
way

Bicycle Repair Station

Old Man’s Trail

Mobility Hub Gateway

Potential Future
Creek Trail
Connection by Others

40

Landscape Island,
To be located with natural
spring as feasible. Exact
location to be coordinated
in future phases

Hiawatha
Gardens
Main Building

Public Restroom

0

Pay Stations

Bicycle Racks
Covered and
Uncovered
Creek Stabilization and
Restoration approach to
be coordinated with Client

Fou
n

tain

Cre

ek

80 Feet

Manitou Av
e
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Initial Alternatives
Considered & Dismissed

Aerial view from northwest looking into the main vehicle entrance

Aerial view from northeast looking into the secondary vehicle entrance

View from southwest - bicycle storage hub and accessible parking

View from northwest - accessible parking, shelter and transit access
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Alternative 2
Parking Count
Total Proposed Parking Stalls: 131
Standard: 124
Accessible (A): 4
Accessible Van (V): 1
Oversize: 2

Initial Alternatives
Considered & Dismissed

Program
- Vehicular entrance from northwest
- Restroom southeast of Main Building
- Potential creek trail connection to the east
- Formalized mobility hub gateway
- Bicycle Racks: 25 accommodating 50 bicycles
- Bicycle Lockers: 6

El P
aso

Blv
d

Main Vehicle Entry
Ex Pay Stations
Ex Curb Cut
Accessible Crosswalk
and Route from Park

A
V

Accessible Parking,
Typical

A 16’-0”

Stairs

Landscape Buffer

Main Entry

Pay Stations
Landscape Island,
To be located with natural
spring as feasible. Exact
location to be coordinated
in future phases

A

Bicycle Lockers,
Typical

Covere
d
Breeze
way

Old Man’s Trail

Mobility Hub Gateway

Potential Future
Creek Trail
Connection by Others

40

Electric Vehicle
Charging Station,
Typical

Hiawatha
Gardens
Main Building

Accessible Ramp

0

Potential
Art Location

25’-0”

A

Combined Bus Stop
and Shade Structure

Memorial Park

Oversize
Vehicle
Parking

Bicycle
Repair
Station
Wayfinding
Kiosk
Creek Stabilization
and Restoration
approach to be
coordinated with
Client

Public
Restroom
Bicycle Racks
Covered and
Uncovered

Fou
n

tain

Cre

ek

80 Feet

Manitou Av
e
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Initial Alternatives
Considered & Dismissed

Aerial view from northwest looking into the main vehicle entrance

Aerial view from northeast looking into the secondary vehicle entrance

View from southwest - bicycle storage hub and accessible parking

View from northwest - accessible parking, shelter and transit access
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Alternative 3
Parking Count
Total Proposed Parking Stalls: 140
Standard: 133
Accessible (A): 4
Accessible Van (V): 1
Oversize: 2

Initial Alternatives
Considered & Dismissed

Program
- Vehicular entrance from southwest
- Restroom north of Main Building
- Accessible crossing and plaza to the north
- Pedestrian and bicycle connections on west
- Bicycle Racks: 25 accommodating 50 bicycles
- Bicycle Lockers: 5

El P
aso

Accessible Parking,
Typical
Relocate Pay Stations

Oversize
Vehicle
Parking

Accessible Ramp

V

A

A
Ex Bus Stop and
Shelter

A
16’-0”

Stairs

Memorial Park

A

Main Entry

26’-0”

Accessible Crosswalk
and Route from Park

Shade Structure
Public Restroom

48’-0”

Ex Curb Cut

Blv
d

Pay Stations
Landscape Island,
To be located with natural
spring as feasible. Exact
location to be coordinated
in future phases

Hiawatha
Gardens
Main Building

Public Art Location
Electric Vehicle Charging
Station, Typical
Landscape Buffer

22’-0”

Main Vehicle Entry
Bicycle Lockers,
Typical
Mobility Hub Gateway

Potential Future
Creek Trail
Connection by Others

0

40

Old Man’s Trail

Bicycle Repair Station

Bicycle Racks
Covered and
Uncovered
Creek Stabilization and
Restoration approach to
be coordinated with Client

Fou
n

tain

Cre

ek

80 Feet

Manitou Av
e
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Initial Alternatives
Considered & Dismissed

Aerial view from northwest looking into the main vehicle entrance

Aerial view from northeast looking into the secondary vehicle entrance

View from southwest - bicycle storage hub and accessible parking

View from northwest - accessible parking, shelter and transit access
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Drainage and Accessibility Considerations

Initial Alternatives
Considered & Dismissed

Accessible Parking
and Route Area

Match ex grade at
bus stop and shelter

1.8%

1.8%

1.8% 1
.8%

1.8%

1.8%

Main Entry

Hiawatha
Gardens
Main Building

Concre

te Pan

Accessible Ramp
7.5% max slope

1.8%

Positive drainage away from Main Building
Follow existing drainage patterns where feasible
Concrete pan at accessible parking to facilitate positive drainage and maintain accessible routes
Landscape islands and buffers to collect drainage
Plaza not to exceed 1.8% slope in all directions, typical
Accessible parking and route not to exceed 1.8% cross slope

1.8%

-

5% Ma

x

1.8%

1.8%

1.8%
1.8%

Inlet or chase drain

1.8%

Accessible Parking
and Route Area

Inlet or chase drain
Note: Grading and drainage to
be studied further in future phases
0

40

80 Feet
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Asphalt Shingles

Wood Siding, Painted

Greenstone Base
BUILDING�REHABILITATION - PROPOSED�WORK
Exterior:
Interior:
• Minor structural repairs.
• New Electrical and HVAC systems.
• New exterior painted wood cladding and insulation. • Restored wood ﬂooring and rehabilitated or
• New rooﬁng materials and insulation.
replaced trim.
• Gable wood shingles to be rehabilitated.
• Restored board and bead ceiling.
• New exterior doors and wood windows.
• All original interior materials will be repaired and
• New windows and doors to mimic historical images
painted.
with ribbon windows on east and west elevations
• Expose existing historical wood columns. Patch
• South elevation to be windows and doors to
and paint
highlight the creekside location

B

A

D

C





 

 


 

 

 

















 

FLOOR�PLAN�OPTIONS
A) Restroom layout options sized for plans with tables and chairs
B) Full build out to south. Restrooms sized for tables and chairs. 180 seats shown.
C) South exterior wall moved in one bay to allow for a more gracious patio area under the existing roof as shown in the rendering above. 150 interior seats shown.
Restrooms sized for tables and chairs
D) Event Center layout. Restrooms sized for standing occupants. 380 audience seats shown.
















 
































 

EXISTING�CONDITIONS�PHOTOS


HIAWATHA GARDENS REHABILITATION
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Field Visit Notes
SITE VISIT NOTES
SITE VISIT DATE: 10/6/2021
ISSUE DATE: 10/18/2021
PROJECT: Hiawatha Gardens
PROJECT #: 21076
LOCATION: Hiawatha Gardens
ATTENDEES:
BVH Architecture - Melanie Short, Jennifer Davis
DHM Design (Landscape) - Eileen Kemp
Manitou Springs Planning - Dole Grebnik, Elise Lozano
Not in attendance:
Martin Martin (Structural) - Nicole Lane
DHM Design (Landscape) - Mark Wilcox, Michaela Kaiser
1.

2.

Existing Parking Lot Conditions
a. Stall counts
i.
(12) stalls currently dedicated to the adjacent spa will be relocated to El Paso
Blvd. Do not need to remain as dedicated spaces
ii.
(5) Existing accessible parking spots observed on-site. Note: (11) are visible from
the google image below
iii.
(2) Existing RV/ bus/ large vehicle should be included in modiﬁed layout
b. Temporary parking is being provided where building additions were demolished
c. Use the same parking pay stations on-site. Used throughout Manitou Springs
d. No pay stations observed on west side of lot
e. Bumpers/parking stops on the south side along the creek are sufﬁcient for dissuading
pedestrians and drivers from going into the creek
f. Jersey barriers will be moved in the near future to move the south-west parking
entrance further south temporarily
g. No city or local busses circulate within parking lot
h. Existing power that served the existing building and portions now demolished is
located on a power pole in the south-west corner of the lot, east of the portable toilets.
Transformer capacity is adequate for the site rehabilitation
i. Portable toilets on site are used frequently. (2) regular and (1) ADA are onsite
j. Grading
i.
Building FFE stated to be above the 100 year ﬂood plain by 6” to 1’-0”.
ii.
Only ﬂooding that has occurred recently was during a hail storm from sheet
drainage from the north east (assumed) across the parking lot towards the
building. The creek overﬂowing was not the source of the ﬂooding
Bus/ Shuttle Use + Routes
a. Bus/ shuttle stops are located on the east and west side of Old Man’s Trail
b. Peak use is on summer weekends (July mentioned).
c. At peak use Hiawatha Gardens parking lot is at capacity by mid-morning
d. Parking lot is typically used by people going to the Manitou Incline in the morning. If
they arrive in the afternoon, they are typically going into town per Casey the parking
attendant who works in the summer. Data can be shared
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e. Less than 30% of use comes from the north-west
f. Bus & Shuttle routes:
i.
#3 - Major connector. Full size bus running into Colorado Springs
ii.
#33 - Incline Shuttle and Cog Railroad runs every 10 minutes on weekends,
every 20 minutes on weekdays. Passengers have to cross Old Man’s Trail from
the Hiawatha Gardens lot in order to board. May have 45 to 50 passengers
waiting at peak use while Covid restrictions on number of passengers were in
place
iii.
#36 - Circulator route through the Beckers area to the east to catch local hotels.
Ridership is apx. 25 people per day
g. Cog Railroad impacts
i.
Cog Railroad (highest use in the summer time) has an additional 200 parking
spots that were not in use this summer. When used, it relieves the pressure on
Hiawatha Gardens parking use
ii.
This summer while the Cog Railroad didn’t have its own shuttle, people had to
wait 2 or 3 cycles to get on a bus (route #33 below)
iii.
Typically the Broadmoor has its own shuttle running to Seven Falls and the
Cog Railroad but it wasn’t in use this summer
h. Manitou Incline impacts:
i.
FIRS - Incline reservation system is working well to manage parking and Incline
reservations. Numbers have been cut in half since implemented
ii.
Precedent studies mentioned: Hanging Lake and Disney timed entries and
restricted use
iii.
Patrons for the Incline can park at the Iron Springs lot or in the Hiawatha
Gardens lot
i. Hiawatha Gardens is the most revenue generating lot in Manitou. The income may
help to pay for any enhancements added (shuttle mentioned)
3. Manitou Avenue (owned by CDOT)
a. Busses turning left off Old Man’s Trail on to Manitou Avenue can’t get across majority
of the time. Mountain Metro (local transit authority) modiﬁed local bus routes so this
turn isn’t necessary
b. A 4- way stop was requested and denied for Manitou Avenue and El Paso Blvd.
Denied since intersection is too close to another street light and peak use numbers
were used which aren’t an average
c. A request for a 3-way stoplight at the intersection of Manitou Avenue and Old Man’s
Trail was sent to CDOT the week of Oct 6
d. Street light data collected has measured 500 cars per hour on Old Man’s Trail
4. Future Use
a. Use site as a Mobility Hub to move bikes and pets
b. Encourage more people to park and bike or utilize alternate transportation into town
(discussed electric shuttles, small busses)
c. Consider including a bike ﬁx station and/or bike lockers onsite
d. The task force didn't have a speciﬁc list of items to include in the Mobility Hub. Open
to design team’s input
e. Envision a shade structure for people waiting and enclosed restrooms
f. City will encourage bike trafﬁc on El Paso Blvd by re-striping and adding a bike lane.
(Timeline for this not mentioned)
g. Assume bus stops will be added to as a part of this project
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h. If request for 3-way stop light at the intersection of Manitou Avenue and Old Man’s
Trail is approved by CDOT, moving the bus and shuttle pick up to the east side of Old
Man’s Trail is preferred. Mountain Metro is stated to be on-board
i. Envision parking on the west side of Old Man’s Trail to become back-in angle parking
and to continue 2000’ to the south across Manitou Ave (by others)
j. Power/ Lighting
i.
New site lighting is desired
ii.
Ensure that site lighting is screened for adjacent residences and because
Manitou complies with many dark skies criteria but it is not an ofﬁcial location
k. A creek walk trail connection has been discussed discussed but the location is to be
determined and could be quite expensive crossing near Iowa gardens or potentially a
pedestrian bridge adjacent to old man's road rode but would need to be separate
from the vehicle bridge
l. Assume security / stafﬁng will be needed on-site in the future
5. Existing Building
a. Manitou Greenstone observed under the building foundations. Manitou Springs has
approximately (25) yards off site. Greenstone could be used on site as needed or
should be salvaged for the town of Manitou.
b. Expose original wood columns at truss lines. 10" round. Observed at one location as
painted
c. No cork cushion exists under wood ﬂooring
d. Crawl space access exists all around in current state
6. Precedents/ Other meeting spaces
a. Woodland Park event center. Has a kitchen/ food prep area and a liquor license
b. Manitou Springs City Hall. Hosts City Council meetings and as an event center
c. Manitou Arts Center. Inquire about space demands
7. Schedule/ Phasing
a. Early Nov mayor's ofﬁce will evaluate plan for site. Will impact whether building is
restored or demolished for additional parking spots
8. Action Items:
a. Dole to provide BVH with site survey ﬁles
b. BVH to study code capacity and parking spaces required if existing building is used as
an event space

If you have questions, please call.
Jennifer Davis or Melanie Short
BVH Architecture
If you disagree with any of these notes or decisions, please respond within three working days of
receipt of this document; otherwise we will assume your concurrence.
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Site Map for reference:
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Community Feedback Summary
Site Alternatives
Response Statistics

Next Steps

Site Alternative 1
• 62% of respondents liked the large plaza on the west

Site alternatives 1 and 2 will be the basis of design for phase
1C’s site layout, with a large plaza to the west side of the
existing building. The community feedback collected clearly
preferred these site alternatives and the site amenities the plaza
provides space for. These site options had less parking spots, but
providing a public (paved) gathering spot not currently available
in central Manitou Springs was preferred by the majority of
respondents. The design team will continue to look at breaking
up the paving with landscape features, planters, art or sculpture
while leaving the area flexible for community use.

•

48% of respondents liked the restroom proximity to bus
stops/ away from the creek/ separating parking from the
plaza

Site Alternative 2
• 64% of respondents liked the plaza included
Site Alternative 3
•

59% of respondents disliked the vehicular entrance on SW
corner/ Parking on west side of building

Site Alternative 4
•

57% of respondents disliked the south restroom location/
Restrooms located on the creek

Additionally, the Mobility and Parking (MAP) Board also
preferred site alternatives 1 and 2 to promote multiple modes of
mobility in and around the site.
Landscaping on the site was appreciated by most respondents
with an emphasis on breaking up the paved areas with low
maintenance and pollinator plants in particular.
Community submitted ideas on how to inject Manitou Springs
character into the project included pet stations, including art
or sculpture on the site, providing information on the history
of the Hiawatha Gardens building and site. Including a picnic
area along the creek was mentioned by a few respondents and
generally utilizing the asset of the creekside front of the site was
acknowledged by multiple reviewers.
During phase 1C the design team will work with the City of
Manitou to understand if Old Man's Trail may be converted to
a one way street and the implications and opportunities for
the Hiawatha Gardens site if implemented. The connection to
the Creek Walk Trail future project will also be examined as
coordination with the City of Manitou and their coordination
with CDOT continues.
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Manitou Springs, Colorado

Hiawatha Gardens

Architectural Feedback
Response Statistics

Next Steps

Architectural Feedback
• 68% of responses preferred restrooms located directly to
the north of the dance hall

A hybrid approach for the building layout will be explored in
phase 1C. The majority of the responses preferred the restroom
options directly to the north of the existing dancehall and
strongly disliked restrooms on the southwest area of the site,
adjacent to the creek because the new additions blocked views
and limited access to the natural amenity of the creek. The site
plans and building layout with the restrooms to the south-west
will not be developed any further.

•

80% of responses disliked restrooms on the south-west side
of the site, blocking access and views to the creek

Building Occupancy
• 40% of responses preferred building occupancy at 760
people
•

78% of responses preferred building occupancy between
500 and 760 people

Parking Office
• 83% of responses preferred including the Parking Office on
site
•

58% of responses preferred the Parking Office in a building
adjacent to the Dance Hall building

A majority of the responses preferred including the parking
offices on site but in a building adjacent to the dance hall. A
hybrid plan with restrooms and parking office to the north or
north-west will be developed during phase 1C.
Building occupancy preference ranged from 500 to 760 people
for 78% of responses. The plans developed in the next phase of
work will target an occupancy in this range.

Community Plaza
• 70% of responses preferred including a community plaza in
the site plan (site alternatives 1 or 2)
•

58% of responses preferred the Parking Office in a building
adjacent to the Dance Hall building

Event Types
At least 50% of responses would like to see these events at the
Hiawatha Gardens site:
•

96% - Musical Performances

•

92% - Dances

•

92% - Community Meetings

•

92% - Lectures

•

87% - Community Performances

•

83% - Yoga/ Workout Classes

•

75% - Farmers Markets

•

75% - Receptions

•

71% - Craft Fairs

•

67% - Food Trucks

•

54% - City Council Meetings

Hiawatha Gardens - Phase 1A + 1B Community Feedback Summary
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Site Alternative Community Feedback
Alternative #1 - Likes (21)

Online Form Responses:
What do you like Best about Alternative 1?

Common Themes
• 62% (13) - Large plaza on the west
• 48% (10) - Restroom proximity to bus stops/ away from the creek/ separating parking from
the plaza
• 28% (6) - Covered porch on south side of the building
• 24% (5) - Safety of pedestrians/ less conflicts between vehicles and
• 19% (4) - Landscaping/ planting opportunities/ green space
• 14% (3) - Dislike the optional Old Man's Trail entrance
• 9% (2) - Like the optional Old Man's Trail entrance

Why?

Trees on the hot west side of the building and the
covered Creek porch with NO external entrances must
access that porch only from inside the building

The west side of the building will be hot and the trees
add cooling and continuity of the creek-side green assets.
The covered creek-side porch if not limited access will
have 24/7 usage complete with sleeping/ hangouts and
trash.
Access to Creek must be managed and preserved. Allow
usage but only through the building and closed off when
closed.
This preserves the peace and health of the Creek area
and keeps the porch overlook very special indeed.
Large plaza for residents & folks who arrive using moGiving more space to peds and multi-mobility users
bility modes other than SOVs (single occupied vehicles)
promotes safety & promotes more folks arriving using
to safely traverse green spaces promoting lingering &
multi-mobility modes vs. SOVs.
enjoyment.
Too many conflict points along Old Man's Trail between
Like the bike lockers. Many cyclists who visit Manitou
motorists, peds, and ADA users if motorists would be alwon't lock & leave their expensive bike just anywhere
lowed to enter/exit Hiawatha parking lot from west side
out of site for fear of it being stolen. Please use 21st
using Old Man's Trail.
century standard bike racks (no serpentine & no school
More plaza space also allows residents to host fun, large
racks please). Visit www.bikecoloradosprings.org for list events in the space during good weather months (silent
of approved bike rack styles. (https://www.bikecolorado- discos, outdoor poetry readings, wine/beer festivals, art
springs.org/bike-parking/bike-rack-guide/)
festivals, etc.).
Bathrooms to north preferred so that south/Creek Walk
side can be enjoyed by pedestrians and other mobility
users on foot.
I really like the larger plaza space, and the covered
We need this site renovation to about more than shuttle
breezeway on the south side of the Hiawatha Gardens
parking, Hiawatha Gardens needs to be a multi-modal
building
hub. Therefore, it is paramount that we do everything
possible to remove the possibility of conflict between
motorized and non-motorized modes on the site.
The West/SW has the best views of Fountain Creek, the
mountains, and Manitou Springs.
The option to have two entrances and exits.
Gives people a choice to leave on Old Mans Trail or use
the El Paso exit to head out of town easily.
The plaza
It provides space for various events and activities
"1) Safety of the courtyard/patio, Views of Pikes Peak,
mountains from courtyard/patio and it is adjacent to
creek

Hiawatha Gardens - Phase 1A + 1B Community Feedback Summary

2) Entrance off Old Man Trail, THIS IS MY #1 CHOICE"
Plaza on west side and breezeway on south of building

Plaza reduces vehicle / pedestrian conflicts

Plaza and patio

Plaza and patio Common outdoor space
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Breezeway, courtyard and rest room locations.
Large public court

Breezeway and courtyard by creek maximizes prime location use for outside activities. Rest rooms are closer to
bus stop and other nearby parks.
Integration with interior and exterior usage

The shape and look of the courtyard and the covered
patio
The Plaza

A U-shaped courtyard is more attractive to me; I like an
outdoor option for sitting and eating

Plaza, patio on south end, bathrooms on the north, El
Paso as main entry

The plaza offers a community space; bathrooms on the
north help define the plaza space; the patio connects the
space with the creek
I do not like the look of the very "square" plans. More
imagination the better.
Prefer North - Higher Elevation and Closer to Bus Locations

The bathrooms away from the main building. The plaza.
North Hub Location
Plaza area that is separate from parking area. This provides a pedestrian friendly area shielded from traffic and
safer for children and pets. It also provides more opportunities for green areas with plants and trees.
The property is called Hiawatha Gardens and it should
look like a garden area. Partner with environmental and
gardening groups for xeriscape designs and pollinating
gardens.
A place to rest relax and cool down whether you are
attending an event or just exploring. Also important to
have area open to creek and patio.
More opportunities for plantings

Verbatim Responses from 3/16 Virtual Meeting Feedback
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

For the purposes of our town, the greatest
number of parking spaces is a great idea
Having the bathrooms at the north end of the
building makes sense … for people coming on
and off the buses … and coming in and out of
the parking lot to the buses
I like the mid block [entrance] on Old Man's
Trail and having two entrances and exits
If we need a larger plaza area for an event
or something like that… we could block off a
couple parking spaces on one side or the other
and create a larger spot for an event
These really nice big walkways, I think are really
terrific
As far as using this space, I think number
[three] is the most efficient. And I think it's
more elegant.
Manitou will never have enough on street
parking nor parking spots for all the people
who want to visit us. It's just going to keep
being a problem. Congestion is going to get
worse. More people will need more places to
park. It's just going to keep snowballing. It'll
never be addressed. So we got to get people
here and other ways other than a car

•
•

•

Nice balance between having that parking
available for people who are coming, such as
incliners, and really serving the residents
The plaza is going to be a resource that will be
for the residents who are taking their kids to
the park, who want to swing through and refill
the water bottle. What have you. So I feel like if
we don't have a plaza, we're basically just doing
this for the tourists. And, you know, I'm a fan of
the tourists. They keep our economy alive. But I
would like for this to also serve us residents.
I love the idea of having flexible public spaces
because as you know, in Manitou we have
some beautiful parks. But what we don't
have are shared spaces that can be flexible in
how we use them and how we set them up.
So I think the idea of having planter spaces
and a public space that could have art and
entertainment and just a place to be that isn't
trampling grass could be really interesting and
possibly really valuable.

It “protects” and isolates the plaza from all parking.

People space, plaza, green space possibilities, out space
possibilities, don't open access to cars along Old Man's
Trail, multi-mobility access & safety
I like the plaza & public open space with bathrooms away
from creek - the plaza area near the creek is nice. Safer
for peds to get to transit.
No buildings by creek, keep restrooms to the north, reduced plaza - less hardscapes, add storm water swales
Outdoor spaces - plaza & patio.
Plaza is plenty big and protected/bounded on north.
Bus stop to addition to dance hall connection
I don't like it
Due to main entry on El Paso, nothing.

Major traffic problems

All of these designs support parking and visitors over our
beautiful community and wonderful residents.
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Site Alternative Community Feedback
Alternative #1 - Dislikes (18)

Online Form Responses:
What do you like Least about Alternative 1?
Closing off the plaza, seemingly, with the northern
restroom and breezeway configuration.
Too much hard-scape meaning difficulty in maintenance
and heat island in direct contrast from the Creek-side
atmosphere of this location. You will have to power
wash, plow, shovel and salt the hard-scape areas adding
to Creek pollution. Hardscaping adds wind and dust areas
and just invite abuse, gum cleanup, along with trash
blowing and wind increasing since it is so close to the
Creek.

Common Themes
•
•
•
•

28% (5) - Bathroom location
16% (3) - Traffic issues
11% (2) - Plaza is too small
11% (2) - Too much hardscape

Bathroom design
The bathrooms to the west of the Hiawatha building
Where the large patio area is. And the number of trees
that also look to take away parking spaces or make it
hard to see past them when driving in there.
Possible entrance from Old Mans Trail

Large plaza like features distract from the Creek atmosphere and the natural amenities of this area right next
door to Memorial Park and that large green space. It
only exacerbates the parking lot heat island that will
exist because of all the parking area. This project should
merge with Memorial Park environment and retain and
try to expand and protect any green space remaining.
The Creeks health and protection should be priority at
this location.
Locating bathrooms in alignment with north end of building would allow for maximization of people space (such
as in Alternative 2 design)
The bathrooms take away from the community plaza
space
Too much concrete space and takes away parking spaces. Too easy to have trash blown into the creek. Looks
like it would invite vagrants to hang out here.
The location is already too congested

I love trees but this is ridiculous. This is a parking
lot. I don't want to spend the additional money on
maintaining trees and shrubs. Also, pull through parking
is safer (less backing out) so eliminate the curbs in the
rows.
Restrooms on west of dancehall

See above

Major traffic problems

Major traffic problems

Entry and exit into lot.

Congestion on Old Man Trail.

Second Choice
The capacity

Separation of restrooms from main building for security
during events and not
I would like it to be able to accommodate bigger events

One Vehicle entry

There should be two entry/exit points

The entrance off of Old Mans Trail is too close to intersection of Old Mans Trail and El Paso. No parking office.

Traffic issues. The parking office is very important to
have employees on site and we need more office space
for the City.
I favor a medium to large occupancy capacity interior

Don't need the big plaza. Park is across the street. Parking Spaces are needed. More Bathrooms needed.
Plaza could be larger
Plaza is smaller than Alt 2
Hiawatha Gardens - Phase 1A + 1B Community Feedback Summary

Why?

Detracts from western view of historic dancehall

More green space
The more community space the better.
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Position of bathrooms

•

Nothing

•
•
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Plazas are a huge maintenance nightmare for
gum and you'd have power washing going all
the time; that's more runoff into the creek
Hard to maintain that much concrete for where
people would be standing and sitting and
walking
I really would be fearful if we tried to close off
Old Man’s Trail and only having one exit on El
Paso Drive at sort of a blind curve
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Site Alternative Community Feedback
Alternative #2 - Likes (22)

Online Form Responses:
What do you like Best about Alternative 2?

Why?

Common Themes

The plaza and not having possible conflicts with cars.

• 64% (14) - Plaza included
• 27% (6) - Restrooms to the north
• 23% (5) - Covered patio on south side of the building

The bathrooms on the north side

I believe the larger plaza is much more welcoming to all
people and without the conflicts with cars much safer.
Easier for people to access from the parking lot. Better
"flow" so to speak
Trash and maintenance concerns and loitering minimized.

Covered Creek side Porch NO entry from outside. Restrooms on the north with pass through main entry east
to west. Keeping exit at existing location means retaining
the mature living plants rather than another cut through This mobility and transfer hub should be just that and
and curb cut. Keeping it away from Pinon lane keeps traf- focus on showing off what's best about changing our
fic moving and diverts water runoff.
mobility choices.

Perhaps a Chamber of Commerce extension kiosk but
should emphasize getting in and moving along while preserving natural amenities of this location. Goes hand in
hand with mobility alternatives and why we would want
the alternatives in the first place and what it could mean
when we attempt and show new and cleaner ways of development and managing public facilities and transportation. Hiawatha GARDENS should be a model for this.
Size of plaza, bathroom location, no west motorist entry A larger plaza & bathrooms situated on north end of
along Old Man's Trail, use of greenstone to wrap exterior building gives more space to peds/maximizing people
of bathrooms
space & minimizes ped/motorist conflicts along Old
Man's Trail/west side of building, allows for maximum
pedestrian enjoyment of Creek side of the property for
folks who want to sit outdoors under overhang/breezeway & enjoy the water feature and trail access.
The larger plaza space to the west of the Hiawatha GarThe large western plaza gives us the opportunity to do
dens building
something spectacular and transformational with this
site for the community and to give it a Manitou vibe.

The large plaza

We need this renovation to be about more than shuttle
parking in order to fulfill the multi-modal hub requirement. The large plaza offers more for other modes of
transportation beyond cars.
Gives people a choice to leave on Old Mans Trail or use
the El Paso exit to head out of town easily.
Space for various activities

Location of building and courtyard/patio- this would be
my second choice
Plaza on western side of dancehall

Best use of space to west of dancehall

Common outdoor space Plaza and patio

Plaza and patio

The option to have two entrances and exits.
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Breezeway, courtyard and rest room locations.

Even larger court for public
The outdoor covered patio

Breezeway and courtyard by creek maximizes prime
location use for outside activities. Rest rooms are closer
to bus stop and other nearby parks. Courtyard is large for
outside activities and room for pavilion. Restroom location uses excess space in parking lot without consuming
spaces.
Expanded area for event interior and exterior . Larger
bathroom
I like an outdoor option for taking breaks from and indoor event

Plaza
The large plaza space, the patio on the creek

Both the plaza and the patio "soften" the site and provide community spaces

More bathroom stalls and the plaza.

Verbatim Responses from 3/16 Virtual Meeting Feedback
•

•
•
•
•

North Hub Location

North is closer to pedestrian flow

Large plaza area separate from parking

Open to creek area

•

The plaza is bigger and more restrooms, I also like that
most restrooms can be closed off when events are not
taking place
Indoor & outdoors

I’d like more opportunity to maximize capacity in building, more opportunity for plantings

•

Most people space, most options for outdoor art & green
space, like covered breezeway towards creek for folks to
enjoy creek

Safe for peds, transit (like #1)
Plaza instead of parking on west
Due to main entry on El Paso, nothing.

Any kind of parking on the west side, and any
kind of access from Old Man's Trail really can
add to congestion and safety of pedestrians,
cyclists, walkers, rollers of any time. I don't
think there should be any parking in that
western area
Having a larger Plaza would be wonderful
Wonderful ways to insert sitting areas,
potentially canopies
I love the outdoor sitting space … where
you can sit looking at the creek, seeing that
beautiful asset
Giving one access to cars, one access point one,
one exit point, I think would minimize so much
conflict that happens from this Old Man's Trail
side just with people who are walking
I just would prefer to see more space given to
pedestrians, please.
Manitou will never have enough on street
parking nor parking spots for all the people
who want to visit us. It's just going to keep
being a problem. Congestion is going to get
worse. More people will need more places to
park. It's just going to keep snowballing. It'll
never be addressed. So we got to get people
here and other ways other than a car

•

•

•

If I had to choose a favorite, I think I'm looking
at one and two. And a big part of that is
because of how much time I've spent looking
at traffic on Old Man’s Trail. I do have to
acknowledge that the level of congestion and
just pedestrian endangerment by the trail by
that side of the avenue is profound and in the
summer especially. To the extent that we can
protect people who might be rolling through
those spaces and wheelchairs or strollers I
think that is the right choice especially knowing
that the trade off is like four parking spaces
I love the idea of having flexible public spaces
because as you know, in Manitou we have
some beautiful parks. But what we don't
have are shared spaces that can be flexible in
how we use them and how we set them up.
So I think the idea of having planter spaces
and a public space that could have art and
entertainment and just a place to be that isn't
trampling grass could be really interesting and
possibly really valuable.

Major traffic problems
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Site Alternative Community Feedback
Alternative #2 - Dislikes (17)

Online Form Responses:

Common Themes
• 23% (5) - Restrooms are too large
• 23% (5) - Building capacity is too large

What do you like Least about Alternative 2?

Why?

My choice would be to have a larger area and view shed
for the creek, but with the building in place that won't
happen.
Loss of parking spaces on the west side

See above
We have a lot of clamor from the merchants

Dislike the east side parking spaces pointing towards
building. Gives it a 7-11 feel. This lane should be kept
clear for possible food trucks or vendor spaces, seating
areas and drive through for facilities vehicles access and
walking to parking area.

Minimizing hardscapes means less maintenance and
winter chemicals. Hardscaping always goes hand in hand
with additional maintenance costs and long term harm
to the environment especially this close to the Creek. All
Creek side development should have protections from
water runoff from asphalt and vehicle pollutants. DetenAlso dislike sidewalks in front of cars as there is no need tion ponds or natural swales for water infiltration, litter
for this. People will leave cars and walk in opposite direc- controls, and habitat considerations.
tion so why have sidewalks.
More hard scape to maintain and adding chemicals too
close to creek. No need for sidewalks SE of building anywhere as there are plenty of walking surfaces.
Largest design size for 920 max occupancy. However,
perhaps the city believes Manitou actually needs a building that could hold this many folks since Memorial Hall
currently holds up to 500 people.

The dead end in the NE corner of the parking lot
Where the large patio area is. And the number of trees
that also look to take away parking spaces or make it
hard to see past them when driving in there.
The large restrooms
Same comment on trees- again, I love them but this is
not necessary in a parking lot
Excessive number of restrooms
Major traffic problems
Restrooms seem to be excessively large.
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The footprint of the building is large. Prefer the 760 &
560 occupancy options better. Also, please consider
breaking up the concrete needed to create the plaza with
more pollinator planting beds, canopy trees, & sitting
benches, offering more places for people to linger near
greenery. Also love the idea of installing art features as
well.
Some people are challenged to safely turn their vehicles
around in a dead end situation
Too much concrete space and takes away parking spaces.
Too easy to have trash blown into the creek. Looks like it
would invite vagrants to hang out here.
Out of scale with dancehall building

We should not design for such high capacity for the
dancehall
Major traffic problems

Security concerns

If parking office is to be incorporated, could be located
in new structure rather than consuming space in existing
structure.
Access to main building

The capacity

Too big
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Number of parking stalls
The optional entrance to the northwest. Bathrooms are
too large

Too crowded in the northwest corner to add vehicles to
the mix. Allowing for maximum building occupancy creates too-large restrooms and huge parking/traffic issues

Too many occupants, no parking office.
Full Size Plaza

Plaza could be smaller to allow for easier parking for
building use.
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•
•
•

Plazas are a huge maintenance nightmare for
gum and you'd have power washing going all
the time; that's more runoff into the creek
I really would be fearful if we tried to close off
Old Man’s Trail and only having one exit on El
Paso Drive at sort of a blind curve
Hard to maintain that much concrete for where
people would be standing and sitting and
walking
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Site Alternative Community Feedback
Alternative #3 - Likes (20)

Online Form Responses:

Common Themes
• 35% (7) - North bathroom location
• 15% (3) - 2 vehicular entry points
• 15% (3) - More parking/ Parking on the west

What do you like Best about Alternative 3?

Why?

Bathrooms on the north, parking office in side and near
most of the parking places
Restrooms on the north side is the most convenient for
walking from parking to transfer shuttles. Keeps restroom
traffic away from Creek and is more direct for foot traffic.

Easier access to both

I like vehicle entry from Old Man's Trail but consider one
way. Here it is much too congested for two way traffic.
This allows direct traffic off of the Avenue but slowing
it and could be preferential access for drop offs such as
Uber and other micro mobility emphasis at this entry
point. Perhaps they would be allowed to leave by the
north west exit as well for faster transfers.
Do not feel we need any kind of entry on the north side
of restrooms unless that is just a maintenance access.
Bike lockers, bike racks, north bathroom location

The parking on the west side of the building.

This is not my favorite design due to lack of prioritizing
people who walk, bicycle, use micro-mobility & mass
transit. However, I must find something to praise & my
favorite bathroom design keeps bathrooms to the north.
I support everything to do with bicycle storage accommodations.
Bathrooms on the north are more accessible for people
parking and are less prominent on the site. We should
not obstruct views of the mountains or Fountain Creek so
placing bathrooms on the north are a perfect solution.
Offers some spaces for people that might want to go into
the park and not have so far to walk. Though probably
not easy to regulate.

I also think the west entrance/exit might be easier for
people to use than if it is farther to the north on the
other plans.
Smaller restrooms

More compatible with size of dancehall bldg

Bathrooms on the north side of the Hiawatha Gardens
building
Of all the plans, I like this one best.

3rd choice

No traffic problems

Too dangerous with cars entering off Old Man and interacting with pedestrians leaving the building and heading
to Memorial Park.
More consistent with the historic configuration of the
building.
No traffic problems

Covered breezeway. Rest room location.

Best use of creek side space.

Restrooms to the north
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I believe the transfer hub should be the main focus of
this area and a convenient place for people to inquire
about parking/ The parking office inside allows for onsite
help and monitoring. Clears out more space at City Hall if
parking office is moved here. Entry to restrooms should
be in through main doors for monitoring and feeling of
safety as it will have people in offices.
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Larger bathrooms

Least favorite

Verbatim Responses from 3/16 Virtual Meeting Feedback

The capacity

Seems like the right size for small and bigger events but
not too big

•

2 entry points, highest # of parking places.
Patio/breezeway

Parking Count
Total Proposed space
Parkingon
Stalls:
Offers the only people-oriented
the144
site
Standard: 139
Accessible (A): 4
Accessible Van (V): 1

The entrance away from the El Paso/Old Man's Trail
intersection.
More Parking on West Side, Office in the building, Medi- Like the building interior being used as much as possible,
um to Large Capacity, Smaller Plaza
Don't need maximum bathrooms
Program
E
Creek areal Pand
n
aso patio open to creek
L
- Vehicular entrances on northeast and southwest
Blv
on
n
d
i
- Restroom north of Main Building
Two entrances and exits and no one-ways and moreP
Increases flow of traffic
- Potential Plaza Program:
parking
- Seating
North Restroom
Consider one way diagonals!
OneArt
way
off Old Mans Trail
- Public
Installation
- Planters
- Pedestrian and bicycle connections on southwest
- Bicycle Racks: 25 accommodating 50 bicycles
- Includes Pike Ride/Micro-mobility spots
- Bicycle Lockers: 5

Basic community space/ breezeway concept (all 4!)
Nothing

•

•
•

•
•

•

•
Pay Stations

For the purposes of our town, the greatest
number of parking spaces is a great idea
Having the bathrooms at the north end of the
building makes sense … for people coming on
and off the buses … and coming in and out of
the parking lot to the buses
I like the mid block [entrance] on Old Man's
Trail and having two entrances and exits
If we need a larger plaza area for an event
or something like that… we could block off a
couple parking spaces on one side or the other
and create a larger spot for an event
These really nice big walkways, I think are really
terrific
As far as using this space, I think number
three is the most efficient. I think it's more
elegant. As one of the business owners and a
person that lives here, I really want to see the
maximum parking
The more spaces for the incliners to park, and
to allow more people to come to shop here
makes more sense to me then blocking off the
west side from parking
We have a whole park across the street for
walkability. I just do not see the point of taking
away parking for the west side of it

•

•

•
•

I agree with some of the concerns about the
traffic over there on Old Man's Trail and one
option I see would be to have a one-way
entrance where it is now. That would get
the people from the main avenue to go right
into the parking area...that would limit the
congestion for handicapped, slow traffic and
keep the congestion away from where the
transit buses are.
If you don't have that [Old Man's Trail]
entrance, then people are going clear around
that area where it's totally congested. Plus,
there's a four way stop, you'll have to take a
right
Plazas are a huge maintenance nightmare for
gum and you'd have power washing going all
the time; that's more runoff into the creek
the bathrooms are the north side where people
can go in and get out and and get to the transit
is great

Landscape
Island, Typical

Fou
n

Building Option 3B
Includes 600 SF Parking Offices

tain

Cre

ek

0

40

80 Feet
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Site Alternative Community Feedback
Alternative #3 - Dislikes (22)

Online Form Responses:
What do you like Least about Alternative 3?

Why?

Common Themes

Conflicts with cars coming off Old Man's Trail

Safety issues

Two way traffic from Old Man's Trail

congestion and danger to pedestrians

• 59% (13) - Vehicular entrance on SW corner/ Parking on west side of building
• 18% (4) - No plaza

The handicap ramp and stairs add more unnecessary
It seems to separate the handicap citizens from the rest
concrete when the ramp access is just a few feet away on of the public when in fact all the public should have a
other side of covered hub.
wide ramp at the north west corner and this would leave
a feeling of inclusiveness for them rather than having to
go south separately to a ramp that has an uncomfortable
90 degree turn in it. It also removes a tree location adding this when you cut into and remove more green space
planter. Also just more hard scapes to maintain. Just
adding hard scapes wherever you think a person would
go does not seem the best management of our natural
resource balance here. Traffic management goes hand in
hand with responsible foot traffic behavior guidance.
Dislike any motorist access from Old Man's Trail that
Design omits prioritizing people who walk, bicycle, use
omits prioritizing people who walk, bicycle, use micromicromobility & mass transit to arrive at Haiwatha.
mobility & mass transit to arrive at Haiwatha. Design also Design also lacks maximum plaza ped space for outdoor
lacks maximum plaza ped space for outdoor events &
events & options to for residents & visitors to linger &
options to for residents & visitors to linger & enjoy space. enjoy space.
SW parking entrance of off Old Man's Trail
Every vehicle entering the parking lot will be forced to
cross pedestrian access to the shuttle and regular bus
stops. We should not be designing known vehicular/
pedestrian conflict into any site plans. We need to stop
putting cars before people.
I love trees, but I am concerned about how the trees are It could make it challenging to see around them in the
placed in all of the plans. Turning visibility challenged and spaces near the when trying to back out or with the
looks like loss of parking spaces.
2-way traffic when someone is trying to make a turn inside the lot. I have seen this problem on Manitou Avenue
where planters with bushes make it hard to see around
them.
Parking on west side
too many pedestrian/bicycle conflicts
Entrance and traffic flows. Also eliminate the trees in the I think the Southwest part of this lot should be dedicated
lot
to people, not traffic. This is the best part of the lot with
decent views, good sun exposure and adjacent to the
newly upgraded creek walk.
Two things - parking to the west with entry on the south- Pedestrian / vehicular conflicts are guaranteed with this
west .
configuration. Misses the opportunity for a plaza.
Don’t like walking through the warming kitchen to get to
the bathrooms down the hallway
Only 400-500 people will work
Parking for more than 400.
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Traffic flow. Lack of courtyard.
No court yard
Parking offices inside

Traffic flow not friendly to drivers nor pedestrians for
small gain in parking spaces. Courtyard space is an inexpensive community resource.
Less exterior public spaces
I like them detached from the main building for aesthetics for the courtyard as well as not interrupting events

No Plaza area.
The vehicle entrance off Old Mans Trail; the lack of plaza

Vehicle entrance creates pedestrian safety issues. Lack of
plaza makes the site feel like just another big parking lot

Verbatim Responses from 3/16 Virtual Meeting Feedback
•

Way too many points of conflict for people
who are walking, riding bikes. What if I'm in a
wheelchair, I've got a walking cane, walking my
dogs, jogging, what have you. I really would
love to see this redevelopment, give rewards
and more space to people who are choosing
to use multi-mobility modes to get there other
than a single occupied vehicle.

This design seems "squashed".
It might be necessary to have 3 places to enter and exit
the parking lot
Parking on the west side
I don’t like parking on west side and lack of plaza

Like the building interior being used as much as possible,
Don't need maximum bathrooms
Severely limits ability to provide trees and green space
more about parking than people or experiences
The west side is the front of the building and should be
open and attractive and should emphasize creativity and
micromobility assets

Too much prioritization of cars, not enough multi-mobility options, not enough green space
Additional hurdles for peds due to entrance on OMT
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Site Alternative Community Feedback
Alternative #4 - Likes (19)

Online Form Responses:

Common Themes
• 31% (6) - Do not prefer/ Nothing/ Criticism
• 16% (3) - North plaza location
• 10% (2) - Covered breezeway design

What do you like Best about Alternative 4?

Why?

Placement of the plaza

It will be useful

I like the vehicle entry off Old Man's Trail
(One way only though please)

Reduces traffic at Old Mans and El Paso from Manitou
Avenue

I like existing exit on El Paso to remain

Plaza on the north

Less curb cut and keeps the best section of Juniper row
intact and Pinion lane interference to a minimum. Slows
runoff from Pinion avenue away from parking lot and
therefore away from Creek as well. Plus slows wind and
debris off from Pinion Avenue into parking lot.
I can't find a lot of great features that promote modes
of travel that don't promote the user who arrives by a
vehicle.
Allows users a better Fountain Creek experience and
improves the site flow
No hidden areas and less concrete. The access on the
west side may be easier to use than if it is located farther
north.
Space for events

No traffic problems

No traffic problems

Original building stands alone

Least evasive

The parking office design is 4C

It is outside the building so still there for oversight but
not inside with events going on

Bicycle facilities
The covered breezeway on the south side of the
Hiawatha Gardens building
This would be my second choice

Possible plaza
Small patio north of the building and patio/breezeway
Low occupancy. Bathrooms away from main building.
Two entrances and exits for better flow of traffic
Basic concept
Breezeway location - don't like anything else
NOTHING

Nothing to like about it

Nothing

Lack of courtyard. Location of rest rooms. Traffic flow.
Main entry location.
South Hub is lower, near the creek, far away from regular
higher north foot traffic

Don't Prefer
Least favorite
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•
•

•
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As one of the business owners and a person
that lives here, I really want to see the
maximum parking
The more spaces for the incliners to park, and
to allow more people to come to shop here
makes more sense to me then blocking off the
west side from parking
We have a whole park across the street for
walkability. I just do not see the point of taking
away parking for the west side of it
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Site Alternative Community Feedback
Alternative #4 - Dislikes (21)

Online Form Responses:
What do you like Least about Alternative 4?

Why?

Common Themes

Conflicts with cars coming off of Old Man's Trail

Safety issues

Bathroom placement

Not convenient for the bus riders or the drivers

• 57% (12) - South restroom location/ Restrooms located on the creek
• 28% (6) - Vehicular entry/ Safety concerns at south-west vehicle entrance
• 14% (3) - Plaza located on the north side of the building

North End plaza means wintertime maintenance nightmare (if we ever get winter again)
Restroom main entry by South Creek side just seems like
foot traffic chaos.

Does not flow well with where majority of parking and
transferring of folks will be. Does not do Creek side justice by placing restroom there. Seems disrespectful and
a waste of prime environmental Creek space for a table
or clump of trees to relax and cool off a much better use.
Feel the handicap would find a larger wide asphalt ramp
with general public more inclusive and easier to use.

Dislike 90 degree separate concrete handicap ramp
Dislike any sidewalks east of Hiawatha building once
again too much unnecessary hardscapes
How it prioritizes the motorized/vehicle user and not the
user who choose to arrive via multi-mobility (i.e. on foot,
bicycle, eWheel, skateboard, scooter, bus, etc.).
SW parking entrance of off Old Man's Trail

Where the main entry is placed. And how much area is
devoted to a plaza section on the north end of the building.
Location of restroom on far south
Main entry is located in the best part for people to hang
out.
Southwest entry to the parking lot and restrooms to the
west of the historic structure
Don’t like walking through the warming kitchen to get to
the bathrooms down the hallway
Need access to river patio on west side
Lack of courtyard. Location of rest rooms. Traffic flow.
Main entry location.

Smaller space

Hiawatha Gardens - Phase 1A + 1B Community Feedback Summary

Manitou should be putting people and peoples' safety
first----not cars/motorists. We will never completely solve
or accommodate vehicles!!!
Every vehicle entering the parking lot will be forced to
cross pedestrian access to the shuttle and regular bus
stops. We should not be designing known vehicular/
pedestrian conflict into any site plans. We need to stop
putting cars before people.
The main entry is placed so everyone must walk a long
distance from where they park to access it. The plaza
space takes away from parking and looks like a place for
vagrants to hang out.
Not convenient for users of parking lot
This should be open space/courtyard
Pedestrian / vehicular conflicts are guaranteed with this
configuration. Restroom location diminishes historic
view from the west.

Ease of access to patio
Courtyard space is an inexpensive community resource.
Restrooms are less convenient for bus stop and other
nearby parks. Traffic flow not friendly to drivers nor pedestrians for small gain in parking spaces.
Access to main entrance from parking lot is cumbersome.
Least functional
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The capacity

Would like it to accommodate a little bit bigger events

Verbatim Responses from 3/16 Virtual Meeting Feedback

Location of restrooms

Keep the restrooms as far from the creek as possible.

•

Restrooms to the south

Restrooms not a good fit for a creek-side location

The covered breezeway only has one way in and out. No
parking office.+++
South Hub Location, Interior Capacity too small, Don't
need plaza on north end
Parking on west side and placement of restrooms

South Hub Location, Interior Capacity too small, Don't
need plaza on north end
Not enough green space restrooms block access to creek
area

Way too many points of conflict for people
who are walking, riding bikes. What if I'm in a
wheelchair, I've got a walking cane, walking my
dogs, jogging, what have you. I really would
love to see this redevelopment, give rewards
and more space to people who are choosing
to use multi-mobility modes to get there other
than a single occupied vehicle.

Restrooms on creek and minimal plaza and parking on
west side of building
I don't like this option - don't block creek walk with restrooms. Too much prioritization to cars

Hiawatha Gardens - Phase 1A + 1B Community Feedback Summary
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Manitou Springs, Colorado
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Southwest Community Plaza (1A)

Building (1B)

Building without Patio (4B)

Building (4A)

Preferred Building Layout

2B/3A
•

Verbatim Responses from 3/16 Virtual Meeting Discussion Item* 3/30 Community Meeting Small Group Comment **

•
•
•

0 Votes

3B

Floor Plan Options

Place of bathrooms and parking office.
Inside parking office means restroom traffic would have a safer feel and the
•
public would be able to get help and questions asked. It would also serve as
orthwest Mobility
Hub Building
+
Southwest
Aligned Mobility
Hub
Southwest Angled Mobility Hub
a satellite
for Chamber
of commerce
type questions
and brochures.
Means Southwest Aligned Mobility Hub
t Mobility Community
Hub Building
+
Southwest
Aligned Mobility Hub
Southwest Aligned
Mobility
Hub
Southwest
Angled
Mobility Hub
outhwest
Plaza
(1A)
without
Patio
(4B)
Building
(4A)
the building
could be opened
for Building
mobility(1B)
information which seems theBuilding Building
t Community Plaza
(1A)
Building
(1B)
without Patio (4B)
Building (4A)
main reason for the site. Would allow City Hall space to be freed up and
possibly encourage parking away from the busier downtown congestion.
Seems to be a more casual and efficient use of space and cheaper than
building separate office. Energy wise and space wise foot traffic efficiency
as well.
Northwest
Mobility
Hub Building
+
Southwest
Aligned
Mobility
Hub Hub
Southwest
Aligned
Mobility
Hub Hub
Southwest
Angled
Mobility
Hub Hub
Northwest
Mobility
Hub Building
+
Southwest
Aligned
Mobility
Southwest
Aligned
Mobility
Southwest
Angled
Mobility
Southwest
Community
PlazaPlaza
(1A) (1A)
Building
(1B) (1B)
Building
without
PatioPatio
(4B) (4B)
Building
(4A) (4A)
Southwest
Community
Building
Building
without
Building
• Trying to balance offering Manitou a larger indoor occupancy
space
Southwest Aligned Restrooms +
North Large Mobility Hub with
North Mid-Sized Mobility Hub
North Small Mobility Hub Building
(without going with largest occupancy),
house the parking office, & yet
Parking Offices (4C)
High Capacity Dance Hall (2A)
Building with Parking Offices (3B)
(2B/3A)
keep all features that promote pedestrians most & keep Creek Walk side
open for folks to enjoy (don't block that area with bathrooms).
• I like having an office there.
1A
• Compatible with size of dancehall and provides on-site personnel to
• Restrooms to the north,
monitor dancehall
which could be enlarged a bit
• I like to maximize potential for attendees.
to accommodate a bit more
• I’d like to see additional storage in building and a green room for event
occupancy, if need be.
prep (weddings, plays, and concerts).
•
Larger open air space near the
• I also like the covered “patio” on creek side.
creek for plaza • Seems the most efficient with energy and cost saving and has the smallest
•
Public access to enjoy the creek.
footprint with nice office presence capability
•
Larger dance hall
• I think the parking office needs to be in the building, we need to have a
•
That said, I really like the breezeway
Southwest
Aligned
Restrooms
+
NorthNorth
LargeLarge
Mobility
Hub with
NorthNorth
Mid-Sized
Mobility
Hub Hub
NorthNorth
SmallSmall
Mobility
Hub Building
Southwest
Aligned
Restrooms
+
Mobility
Hub
with
Mid-Sized
Mobility
Mobility
Hub
Building
presence
at that
hours.
see people
there
all
the time
outhwest Aligned
Restrooms
+ site during business
North
LargeI Mobility
Hub
with
North Mid-Sized
Mobility
North
Small
Mobility Hub
Building
Parking
Offices
(4C) (4C)
High High
Capacity
Dance
Hall Hub
(2A)
Building
with Parking
Offices
(3B) (3B)
(2B/3A)
Parking
Offices
Capacity
Dance
Hall (2A)
Building
with Parking
Offices
(2B/3A)
in alt 1a (it serves as a nice entrance
tarking
Aligned
Restrooms
+
North
Large
Mobility
Hub
with
North
Mid-Sized
Mobility
Hub
North
Small
Mobility
Hub
Building
Offices (4C)
High
Danceup
Hall
(2A)them all the
Building with Parking Offices (3B)
(2B/3A)
and what happens with the public,
weCapacity
have to clean
after
ffices (4C)
High Capacity Dance Hall (2A)
Building with Parking Offices (3B)
(2B/3A)
to the dancehall.
time *
•
Keep the shade structure **
• If we find it is important to have that city parking office, those 3B would
accommodate
anMobility
office as
anBuilding
option.+Likes the restrooms
on theAligned
North *Mobility Hub
Northwest
Hub
Southwest
Southwest Aligned Mobility Hub
Southwest Angled
Mobility Hub
NorthwestSouthwest
Mobility Hub
Building
+
Southwest
AlignedAligned
MobilityMobility
Hub
Northwest
Mobility Hub Building +
Aligned
Mobility
Hub
Southwest
Hub
Floor Plan Options

•
•

Having the mobility hub building to the north is most faithful
to historic configuration of building on the site. In addition,
the absence of an administrative office (parking office) in the
dancehall is the best use of the historic dancehall space.
Larger bathrooms and more diversity in functionality
Smaller footprint
Not so big to accommodate 920 people but still lots of people.
Lots of space for people and options for green space.
I wanted to just cast my vote for the bathrooms being on the
north side. I think that that is a great idea, especially for people
who are just at the park and not using this as a transit hub
again, just from that residential perspective. I also think it's
frankly just easier for the people in the parking lot to access as
well. So that's a plus. I think 400 - 500 [capacity] sounds great *

2A
•

•

•
•
•

Because of the large capacity, but I would have a
hybrid: add 4 C so that the parking offices would be
there also
I believe all new buildings (bathrooms, etc.) should be
placed to the north of the existing Hiawatha Gardens
building in order to maintain mountain, Fountain Creek,
and Manitou Springs views.
I think the bigger that we can have Hiawatha building
as far as accommodate for an event, the better it is for
our Manitou gatherings, as well as if we choose to have
some music event, etc, etc.*
I like the 2A [plan] because of the large capacity
potential, but with a parking office, so it's a
combination *
We do have a 500 person venue. We don't have 1000
person venue in town. Great to have that capacity if
needed *
Alignedwonderful
Restrooms*+
North Large Mobility Hub with
Heck aSouthwest
concert sounds
Parking Offices (4C)
Southwest Aligned Restrooms +
Parking Offices (4C)

High Capacity Dance Hall (2A)
North Large Mobility Hub with
High Capacity Dance Hall (2A)

Building without Patio (4B)
Southwest Aligned Mobility Hub
Building without Patio (4B)

4C
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Building (4A)
Southwest
Southwest Angled Mobility
Hub Community Plaza (1A)
Building (4A)

Floor Plan Options

•

Building (1B)
Southwest Aligned Mobility Hub
Building (1B)

Floor Plan Options

Floor Plan Options

Southwest Community Plaza (1A)
Northwest Mobility Hub Building +
Southwest Community Plaza (1A)

Works with traffic, adds parking office
I like the Parking Office on site but outside the main building
Parking offices. Able to see the covered breezeway from the offices.
Low occupancy. Bathrooms away from main building.
I like the idea of having a parking system headquarters there for
someone on site, but not in the Hiawatha building itself, I think
preserve that for events, activities, community meetings, those kinds
of things *
I think the parking office needs to be in the building, we need to have
a presence at that site during business hours. I see people there all
the time and what happens with the public, we have to clean up after
them all the time.*
Preferred the parking offices outside of the dance hall, but not
Northwest Mobility Hub Building +
North
Mid-Sized Mobility Hub
North Small
Mobility
Hub
Building
Southwest
Aligned
Restrooms
+
wedded
to that.*
Southwest
Community
Plaza
(1A)
Building with Parking Offices (3B)
(2B/3A)
Parking
Offices
(4C)
North Mid-Sized
Mobility
North Small
Mobility Hub Building
Locating
the parking
officeHub
near the patio allows for some
oversight**
Building with Parking Offices (3B)
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SouthwestBuilding
Community
(1B) Plaza (1A)

BuildingBuilding
(1B)
without Patio (4B)

1B
•

•

Southwest Aligned Mobility Hub
Southwest
Aligned
Restrooms
North
Mobility+Hub with
Building
(1B) Large
Parking Offices
(4C)
High Capacity
Dance Hall (2A)

Because of the large capacity, but
I would have a hybrid: add 4 C so
that the parking offices would be
there also
I believe all new buildings
(bathrooms, etc.) should be
placed to the north of the existing
Hiawatha Gardens building in order
to maintain mountain, Fountain
Creek, and Manitou Springs views.
I believe the parking office should
not be built in the Hiawatha
Gardens Southwest
building due
to historical
Aligned
Mobility Hub
North
Large
Mobility
Hub
with
North
Mid-Sized
Mobility
Hub
incompatibility.
Building
without
Patio
(4B)

High Capacity
Hall (2A)
BuildingDance
with Parking
Offices (3B)

(2B/3A)
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n Options

Southwest Community Plaza (1A)

Least Preferred Building Layout

Building (1B)

2A
Northwest Mobility Hub Building +
Southwest Community Plaza (1A)

Southwest Aligned Mobility Hub
Building (1B)

Southwest Aligned Mobility Hub
Building without Patio (4B)

Verbatim Responses from 3/16 Virtual Meeting Discussion Item* 3/30 Community Meeting Small Group Comment **
0 Votes
Northwest Mobility Hub Building +
Southwest Community Plaza (1A)

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Placement of bathrooms and parking offices
Do not like restrooms near Creek. Seems counter productive to where
most foot traffic will be. Just another structure to build leaving an
empty hull of a large building. Seems a waste and larger foot print for
less meaning full advantages and keeps staff away from where they
should be able to perform best. Energy least efficient and too cluttered
at Creek side.
The SW aligned restrooms and parking office take up the most plaza
space that should be reserved for community use. Additionally, the
SW placement also ruins the best views on the site of the mountains,
Fountain Creek and Manitou proper.
Southwest Aligned Restrooms +
Location is not convenient or efficient
Parking Offices (4C)
I believe the parking office should not be built in the Hiawatha
Gardens building due to historical incompatibility.
Structure consumes high value creek-side space. Footprint increases
parking lot square footage without a significant return in parking
spaces.
No restrooms on creek because it is prime real estate **
Do not prefer south located Hubs
Placement of parking office

Southwest Aligned Mobility Hub
Building (1B)

Southwest Aligned Mobility Hub
Building without Patio (4B)

•

Do we really need a 900 person facility?

Southwest Angled Mobility Hub
Building (4A)

•

I am not a fan of this place having 1000 person
or 900 960 person capacity. I think 1000 people
coming in for special events on a regular
basis is going to turn into a traffic and parking
nightmare.*
a little on the large side … almost 1000 people in
the building … that's awesome. That's generous.
Lots of bathrooms. But my question is… what are
we going to be doing that requires that we've got
1000 people in there? *
I don't like the idea of having 1000 people. I
don't see any event that we've ever been able to
promote that many people coming in for a concert
or whatever. And it does seem excessive to have
something that large in Manitou. I like the smaller
North Mid-Sized Mobility Hub
event
sizeSouthwest
*
Angled Mobility Hub

•

•

North Large Mobility Hub with
High Capacity Dance Hall (2A)

North Mid-Sized Mobility Hub

NorthwestBuilding
Mobility
Hub Offices
Building
with Parking
(3B) +
Southwest Community Plaza (1A)

Southwest
Aligned
Restrooms +
North
Small Mobility
Hub Building
Southwest
Mobility Hub
(2B/3A)
Parking
OfficesAligned
(4C)

Building (1B)

North Large Mobility Hub with
Southwest
Aligned
Mobility
Hub
High
Capacity
Dance
Hall (2A)
Building without Patio (4B)

Building with Parking Offices (3B)
Building (4A)

Southwest Aligned Restrooms +
Parking Offices (4C)

North Large Mobility Hub with
High Capacity Dance Hall (2A)

North Mid-Sized Mobility Hub
Building with Parking Offices (3B)

Locating
admin offices in the historic dance hall
North Small•Mobility
Hub Building
significantly reduces available space for events
(2B/3A)

•

•
•
•

Gives least space to people &
rewards motorists/vehicular
use
Definitely want a covered
patio
Loss of patio, restrooms'
location near the creek
No restrooms on creek
because it is prime real
estate **

Southwest Aligned Mobility Hub
Building (1B)

North Mid-Sized Mobility Hub
Building with Parking Offices (3B)

•
•

Southwest Aligned Restrooms +
Parking Offices (4C)

Southwest Angled Mobility Hub
Building (4A)

1B
•
•

•

Southwest Aligned Mobility Hub
Building without Patio (4B)

North Large Mobility Hub with
High Capacity Dance Hall (2A)

Bathrooms to near to creek
and less public space
& 4B & 4A - Do not like
restrooms near creek - trash
and loitering. Keep creek side
natural
No restrooms on creek
because it is prime real estate
**

Angled
Mobility
Hub
Northwest Southwest
Mobility Hub
Building
+
(4A)Plaza (1A)
Southwest Building
Community

North Mid-Sized Mobility Hub
Building with Parking Offices (3B)

Floor Plan Options

•

•

Floor Plan Options

4B

North
(2B/3A

3B

4A

Conflicts with traffic and
safety issues
• [restricted connections]
Leave Creek exposed and
open to public enjoyment as
much as possible.
• Too much devoted to parking
and please don't block creek
with restrooms
• Location of restrooms
• No restrooms
on creek
Southwest
Aligned Mobility
Hub
because
it
is
prime
Building without Patio (4B) real
estate **

Buildin

Southwest Angled Mobility Hub
• High occupancy.
Building (4A)

Floor Plan Options

4C

Building without Patio (4B)

Southwest Aligned Mobility Hub
Building (1B)

North Small Mobility Hub Building
Hiawatha Gardens - Phase 1A + 1B Community Feedback Summary
(2B/3A)

North Small Mobility Hub Building
(2B/3A)

1A
•

Southwest Aligned
Mobility
HubHub Building +
Northwest
Mobility
Building without
Patio (4B)
Southwest
Community Plaza (1A)

and also creates a scenario for serious conflict
when parking office 'business' collides with
events in the dance hall. Just imagine an angry,
aggrieved citizen yelling at a parking officer about
a ticket while you are exchanging vows during a
marriage ceremony.
I’d like to see the parking office be part of the rest
rooms instead of in the building.
Prefer the parking offices outside of the dance
hall, but not wedded to that *
I am not a fan of this place having 1000 person
or 900 960 person capacity. I think 1000 people
coming in for special events on a regular basis is
going to turn into a traffic and parking nightmare*

Traffic problems

SouthwestSouthwest
Angled Mobility
Hub
Aligned
Mobility Hub
Building (4A)
Building (1B)

Southwest Al
Building witho
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Building Occupancy

Verbatim Responses from 3/16 Virtual Meeting Discussion Item* 3/30 Community Meeting Small Group Comment **
No Vote Response

760
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

City Hall handles 500 and they will park here anyway. Larger creates options. 1000 looks
jammed inside.
Going with larger size, yet not largest. Perhaps we could get away with a 560 max
occupancy facility in Manitou? Considering current Memorial Hall capacity but larger,
but not largest option.
If we are going go through the effort of renovating the Hiawatha Gardens building we
should maximize the capacity of the building balanced with all new buildings to the
north. So if we also want a parking office on site it would seem we would have to trade
bathroom space. If we omit the parking office we would have more space for bathroom
capacity. Aesthetically, aligning the width of the new bathrooms with the width of the
Hiawatha Gardens building itself is more pleasing.
An additional events facility should be significantly larger than main hall (capacity 450),
otherwise it will be redundant. The space can be easily adapted to smaller events and
will still be comfortable for 700 attendees. Ticket sales and vendor fees from events can
be an important source of revenue for the city and increase tax revenues.
It has the capacity for bigger events from time to time
I believe that capacity should not be driven by the number of bathroom stalls. As was
mentioned in the March 30 Community Meeting - the building also needs to work for
small groups as well - 15 - 30 - 40 people - for that reason I like the idea of flexible walls
- with folding or other technology that possible creates at least two separate rooms
along with a singe large room when both are combined.
I’d like to have the opportunity to almost double what we can currently put in Memorial
Hall.
560 & 760 - not highest but more than what memorial hall can occupy (450)
More = too much space for restrooms. busier events should go elsewhere.

Aren't they all approximately the same? X SF available for concerts, dances, lectures, banquets, ets? Once
you (Council) determines the program (parking office e.g.) and the relevant occupancy, site bathrooms
accordingly? - smaller bathrooms good as long as they're big enough

General Comments
•
•
•

900 or less *
Happy medium/ restroom capacity - 600/700. 760, no parking office, not parking limited. 800/900.
What’s up with City Hall? *
We do get a lot of visitors coming here for events … no matter how we promote it to Manitou residents…
It's not as well attended as by outsiders *

920
•
•

We would have a more flexible use of the facility, and the bathrooms
WILL be used regularly.
Current capacity at Memorial Hall is 450. I think it would be great to
be able to have larger events in the space.

429
•
•

560
•
•
•
•

Seems [like] a reasonable number of people [that] usually attend events.
Seems right.
It is the right balance.
Provides adequate space for events without overwhelming the space and parking
capacity

Balance for parking lot. Occupants of the building and people needing
to park.
We don't have a need for too much larger functions. Let's keep small
town character

434
•

Between 400-500.

507
•

•
•
•

Capacity of parking and worry about overloading the neighborhood and the
environmental consequences of larger meetings. Keeps the historic casual feel of
the area. 500 is a nice size for a group but larger just takes away from the overall
ambiance and seems greedy.
Large enough for type of events that would likely be hosted here and does not
require massive restrooms
Anymore is too many for convenience and safe flow of participants for a function.
Large but not too large

Hiawatha Gardens - Phase 1A + 1B Community Feedback Summary
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Parking Office

Verbatim Responses from 3/16 Virtual Meeting Discussion Item* 3/30 Community Meeting Small Group Comment **

Parking Office in the Dance Hall Building
•

Southwest Aligned Mobility Hub
Building without Patio (4B)

Southwest Community Plaza (1A)

Southwest Angled Mobility Hub
Building (4A)

A Parking Office is included in two of the Architectural Plan Options. In Option E, the Parking
Office is moved from City Hall to a new building adjacent to the dance hall building. In Option
G, the Parking Office is moved from City Hall to the northeast end of the dance hall building.
It’s also an option not to move the Parking Office to the Hiawatha Gardens site. Which option
do you prefer?

Floor Plan Options

Convenience for parking people, and being part of the
whole building instead of isolated. all the modes of
transportation together and communicating
• Why build more buildings? More expense, less energy
wise, adds more foot traffic, less efficient, Why heat and
cool and plumb two separate buildings? Multi modal can
Hub Building +relate to the building
Southwest
Aligned
HubHaving the
as well
multi Mobility
functional.
nity Plaza (1A) office inside keeps
Building
(1B)
the functionality
where its needed as
the parking office will have other services available. The
building some day could become needed for emergency
services in case of some form of disaster. Having office
inside the building only makes sense next to interior
service closet or supply transfer.
• Allows Manitou to keep the bathrooms & additional
amenities/offices to north end of building while maximizing
space use for pedestrians, foot traffic & outdoor space
activities
• I like the idea of using the building in some capacity during
the day by city offices. It is the appropriate department to
be in that place because it is a transportation hub. That
staff can expand their scope by responding to general
questions and greeting visitors when needed as well as
keep an eye on the place. It also allow the breezeway to be
more monitored if it is open to the public - maybe during
office hours only.
• Onsite employee space to answer parking questions, keep
vandalism to minimum?
•
building
perhaps
restroom space
Restrooms + Need office inside
North
Largebut
Mobility
Hubin
with
instead of so many
toilets
)
High
Capacity
Dance
Hall (2A)
Northwest
Mobility
Hub Building +

No Parking Office in Hiawatha Gardens Site
•
•
North Mid-Sized Mobility Hub
Building with
Parking Aligned
Offices (3B)
Southwest
Mobility Hub
Building (1B)

North Small Mobility Hub Building
(2B/3A)
Southwest Aligned Mobility Hub
Building without Patio (4B)

Southwest Angled Mobility Hub
Building (4A)

•
•

Parking Office in a Building Adjacent to the Dance Hall Building
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Southwest Aligned Restrooms +
Parking Offices (4C)

•

I think the parking office would create an imagined and real sense of monitoring and security of the site
Gives them the ability to be there at any time to oversee the area.
Does not reduce community space in the dancehall but provides staffing for the building when events are not occurring
Try to deserve open space in dance hall although could be convinced to put the office in some of the dance floor.
Oversight
A city presence on site seems appropriate, perhaps parking, perhaps maintenance, perhaps a building superintendent,
perhaps a community officer. An office inside the historic structure would unnecessarily consume event space.
I like it there for onsite oversight but not inside the main building when events are going on
Having City personnel on-site is a good thing and I know the City needs additional office space, and having the offices in an
adjacent building allows all of the dance hall to be used for community-related uses
Privacy for the offices, but still employees on site.
Because I think we need to maximize use of the dancehall for community use and events vs parking functions.
Some staff offices, at least to administer the space & could be parking staff. Should expand the offices in memorial hall?
North Mid-Sized Mobility Hub
North Small Mobility Hub Building
Mobility
Hub
Don't North
need Large
two dance
halls
inwith
manitou
Building with Parking Offices (3B)
(2B/3A)
High Office
Capacity
Dance
Hall hall
(2A)building
& Parking
in the
dance
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There are enough variables to consider in the Hiawatha Gardens plan
as it is.
There is no compelling reason to relocate city admin offices to this
site. In addition, in the past it has been argued that it was good to
have the parking office co-located with the police department in order
to mediate citizen / parking official conflicts that get too heated. If that
assertion is true, relocation of the parking office 500 feet away from
the PD is not appropriate.
It seems as if the design plans for City Hall have a plan for the parking
office already.
I think it would be a good idea to have all offices in one building. Space
considerations. Could we lease the Chase Bank building for parking
office?
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Community Plaza

Verbatim Responses from 3/16 Virtual Meeting Discussion Item* 3/30 Community Meeting Small Group Comment **

Very Important
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We need the largest area for the community plaza to be welcoming and have flexibility for its use.
We need to accommodate activities, events, & opportunities for people who are on foot to enjoy the
greenery, Creek Walk view, future art installations, etc. Please do not prioritize cars.
We want Hiawatha Gardens to be equally for people as well as for cars. The large plaza transform the
site into a true community asset and not just a parking lot for tourists. The community plaza will also
allow us to deliver on the multi-modal requirement for this project, it needs to be about more than a
parking lot for the shuttle.
A plaza provides additional space for mobility activities and for public art and events
Unique way to add some class to a parking lot (Trees not necessary).
The plaza provides an awesome gathering place for people visiting Manitou. Rather then meeting in the
parking lot, groups can meet in a more appropriate place.
Hiawatha Gardens is adjacent to three city parks with valuable, much used, outside space. The new
facility will become part of this complex where outdoor space on the creek will be readily used for
yoga, casual meetings, pop-up live music, etc. A small pavilion with can provide a sheltered space for
performers, vendors of food and drink or pedestrians seeking a resting place.
Aesthetically it adds so much more and creates another gathering space
"Humanizes" the space and creates what could become a great community amenity
Outdoor gathering areas are important for adults, children and animals.
We have an opportunity to create a new asset for our community and flexible multi use space for people
to gather outdoors for recreation and culture are important
I want to maximize the site for Manitou Springs Community use versus tourist use.
We must offer people options to linger and enjoy outdoor/green space
Serve community. #1 - this space won't "fix" parking & we should not limit the community use of this
space just to get a few more parking spots
PRIMO OUTDOOR SPACE on creek - in Colorado

Some of the Site Alternatives and Architectural Plan Options are more conducive than others
to creating a large community plaza space. How important do you believe a community plaza is
to the Hiawatha Gardens site?

Not At All Important
•

•

Somewhat Important
•
•
•
•

If City Hall gets renovated and we can't use the large space for events,
this would serve us well.
Traffic flow is required
I like the concept, but since the building is across the street from
Memorial Park, I don't feel like it's high on the priority list.
There needs to be an smallish-medium exterior area outside sometimes as a transition into the interior and or a place to exit and
socialize while interior events are in progress. I do not think the north
and east sides are appropriate.
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•

Because there is a large park across the street. maybe install some
electricity there, but a plaza is too much maintenance, it will invite
people to linger there and the city doesn't want or need more places
for the unhoused to congregate. If people want to hang out by the
creek, the park has lots of places to do that.
The exterior large walkways serve just enough for gatherings. It
shows trees and tables and possibly covered areas. The limited time
spent on any plaza during minimum events does not balance with
the maintenance costs or heat island effect the rest of the time. It
takes away from the park like feel of Memorial Park. Seven Minute
amphitheater was designed to have a gathering spot and is rarely used
but needs to be constantly washed and cleaned and monitored for
the few times its used for weddings and gatherings and rarely music.
People are attracted to natural spaces instead and that is the reality.
The proximity to the Creek of this building should prioritize Creek
protection and enhancing the natural assets rather than taking away
it. The covered porch also adds to the space for gatherings rather than
more hot expanse of hard scapes which adds to runoff and winter
maintenance is not needed. The parking areas could be roped off if
needed and if plans to make green islands come true, the parking lot
is enough of a plaza which could have booths and food trucks and
such.
We have too much hot pavement and concrete already. The parking
area can be roped off if needed. The usage will be too infrequent
versus cost and maintainence
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Event Types

Written
in by
community
members

Farmers Markets
City Council Meetings
Community Meetings
Yoga/Workout Classes
Dances
Community Performances
Lectures
Musical Performances
Craft Fairs
Food Trucks
Receptions
Weddings, Anniversaries, Family Gatherings
A Warming Shed on Cold Nights for the Unhoused
Emergency Services
Dog Shows
Art Festival / Beer/Wine Fest / Pike's Peak Starting
Private Events
Weddings
Art
Health Classes
Education
Dog Owner Appreciate Day
Private Weddings & Other Gatherings
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Manitou Springs Character

Verbatim Responses from 3/16 Virtual Meeting Discussion Item* 3/30 Community Meeting Small Group Comment **

* Incorporate sustainability and resiliency
considerations into day-to-day decision-making
and long-range planning -----Plan Manitou

Creative / Arts
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manitou art, lots of choices for seating/grouping for conversations, etc.
Invite local kids to create benches, murals, flags, have a rotating art display, we will funk it up no matter what
happens! The prospect of doing the work in phases appeals. That will let new possibilities emerge and bad
initial ideas evaporate. Thank you!
Note: parking adds zero Manitou character. Allow Concrete Couch to build some of their artwork benches at
the site, a mural, small climbing wall, etc. Allow local artists to create sculptures & other beautiful & colorful
& interactive art to enhance the space.
Use the plaza to highlight unique Manitou events and public art
Invite D14 to have kids create an art feature or kid-friendly interactive art piece.
Use the area for performance art **

Garden Related
•
•
•
•
•

Allow Manitou pollinator members to plant beautiful flower beds
throughout.
landscaping is essential - be generous - low maintenance planting beds?
Raised seating around large circle planters. Permeable paving and more
green spaces
Please incorporate green space into outdoor plaza
Please consider permeable material for plaza & parking lot (consider
lighter colored asphalt)

General

* To promote, preserve, and enhance the natural resources within the City of Manitou Springs from adverse
or undesirable impacts caused by development or other activities;
----Manitou Stormwater Code A 1.
Muti-modal Transportation Hub can be transformational in more than one way. Excellent that you all saved
the historic building: now save the Creek and bring back the GARDENS in Hiawatha Gardens property and lets
show how development can be done by using the best environmental cutting edge resources out there to
make this the most beautiful natural parking lot ever!! Thanks very much"

Do you have any additional ideas for adding "Manitou
Springs character" to the transformation of the Hiawatha
Gardens property?

Historically Related
•
•
•
•

Community Focused
•

•

•
•

Offer a dog feature such as a mini low-impact obstacle course, etc. with one or two features. Offer a doggie
poo collector station. Plastic bags will be banned in Colorado soon. So it must be environmentally friendly.
The possibilities when we give more space to people, greenery, artwork, etc. are endless. Please consider
adding outdoor electrical hookups for food trucks. I like Dole's idea about that during virtual meeting on
3.16.2022. Thank you for listening & for all the hard work going into this project!
I wonder whether we are all clear on our vision and purpose of Hiawatha Gardens? Are we, perhaps,
missing the opportunity to develop this central location into a community focused center? While parking
is a premium in our community, so is land and space. We have limited opportunities for youth, elderly, and
community meetings like AA, counseling and such. Universal preschool is a state mandate and we have one
small preschool at MSES. What about creating an intergenerational center that supports our community
with community gardens, a preschool, counseling? Intergenerational programs "can have a positive impact
on everyone involved. They have the potential to improve the well-being of older adults, reduce stigma
associated with aging and discrimination against older adults, while also supporting youth development."
We have limited support for our youth other than our skate park. What if our site could be create a space
and place used daily, rather than occasionally, for the many faces and needs of our community?
People add character, not parking. Please incorporate dog feature offering, art, sculptures.
Solar panels or anything that would be environmentally helpful (green roof on restroom?).
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A collection of depictions/photos of Hiawatha Gardens
throughout it's history, with an accompanying narrative.
Panels/mosaics/murals/sculptures that celebrate the history of
the site.
Framed photos of the history of Hiawatha Gardens.
Restoring it historically and reusing native greenstone also using
some traditional garden motifs such as trellises, arches and
arbors

Food Related
•
•
•
•

Don't think we should provide Food Trucks in this public space
Food truck hookups (to keep area quieter)
Water bottle fill station in a sculpture that celebrates the mineral
springs.
While not "creative," suggest creating a small picnic area in the
east corner of the parking lot near the creek in a shaded area for
families with kids who can't afford to go to a restaurant to use for a
picnic. Have a couple of picnic tables, trash receptacle, kid-friendly,
quiet area
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General Comments

Verbatim Responses from 3/16 Virtual Meeting Discussion Item* 3/30 Community Meeting Small Group Comment **

Site
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Semi-permeable surfaces.
Water bottle filling location outside would be a welcoming feature for the people who live in Manitou, as well as
the multi modal people that are coming through whether walking or whatever… And we wouldn't get so much
plastic*
We liked the designs that have the patio on the back accessible from both sides.*
We all liked the design with two entrances/exits. Could there be one entrance on Old Man's and one exit on El
Paso? All right-hand turns?*
Small outdoor play area for kids.*
Dumpsters/recycle/compost stations.*
Site plans do not feel community-oriented.*
Close Old Mans Trail—extend Memorial Park and/or use Chase Bank—integrate downtown feel up to Chase
Bank.**
Site plans do not fit/address community needs—seems focused on visitors.**

Building
•
•
•

Parking
•
•
•
•
•
•

The bus stops on Old Man’s Trail that are remaining at this point are taking
up what could be street parking
Parking lot design where the tree islands in the parking islands were
running east /west to capture more of their asphalt runoff before it comes
into the creek.
How do you coordinate large events that end at one time? Hundreds of
cars leaving at once?*
What is the minimum number of parking spaces we could offer and still be
a transportation hub/event center?**
Could move parking east of town.**
Big events--should they submit a traffic management plan?**

•
•
•
•

My big concern is on the north side, if we continue to have snow, which might be a
question if there's going to be some drifting and some ice, so I just have a concern about
the weather in the winter conditions there.
Greenstone? That's brilliant using the green stone that is historical stone for Manitou to do
that outdoor portion of the bathroom on the north side would be wonderful.
The covered [patio], I think should be closed off unless you're in the building because
you're going to have people hanging out there. You're going to have trash going into the
creek and into the natural area
AV support inside and throughout.**
Commercial kitchen? Probably too expensive.....**
Purchase soft/movable walls for smaller groups inside.**
Community art shows/displays/exhibits--hanging mechanisms? Lighting?**

Building Use
•
•
•
•
•

I think [Hiawatha Gardens is] where it would be lovely to have our community gatherings, our MANI
awards, even some music things. But I think the City Hall in its renovation, we might be losing some of
that. *
I think if we have an alternative to [City Hall] it would be lovely for us Manitouians to be able to have
gatherings [at the Hiawatha Gardens]. Then also, to have the possibility of music and dancing. *
Take into consideration costs for local organizations.**
Consider temporary or permanent visitor center space/office.**
Hiawatha Gardens needs to be available to community at no charge: mental health; AA group; youth
programming; Library.**
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Page Intentionally Left Blank

Meeting Participant Submittals

The following pages contain suggested design ideas submitted to the Hiawatha Gardens Task
Force by a participants in the community meetings. These ideas were emailed to the Task Force
by April 12, 2022.
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Manitou Springs, Colorado
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Patio Options
3/2 Individual Citizen Response and Possible Variations _ Parking Layout

BVH Comments
•

Hiawatha Gardens - Phase 1A + 1B Community Feedback Summary

Layout would require a drive aisle on the
east side of the building reducing spaces to
approximately 130 to avoid dead ends
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Building Design - Plan 3B Alternative - Floor Plan

Plan 3B - Possible Alternatives

4/2 Individual Citizen Response and Possible Variations

1 LESS STALL IN EACH BATHROOM
Extend width if needed?

JAN/ SERVICE

FAMILY

FAMILY

MENS

FAMILY

Enclosing the Covered Patio

WOMENS

JAN/ SERVICE / STORAGE

MENS

FAMILY

BREEZEWAY

STAIRS TO CRAWLSPACE ?

BVH Comments Expand the Janitor Closet / Storage
•
BREEZEWAY

Make Closet Entry Internal

Great suggestions. Will investigate in hybrid
plans developed in phase 1C
WOMENS

KITCHEN
SINKS

PARKING OFFICES

HALL

WARMING
KITCHEN

FRIDGE
MICROWAVE

OFFICE

CLOSET

• Covered Patio enclosed
• With folding/soft walls 2 interior rooms can be created
• Covered Patio enclosed
• Single Entry Door added
• With folding/soft walls 2 interior rooms can be created
• Double Entry Door shifts north
• Single Entry Door
added Sidewalk extends from existing footprint
• Cantilevered
• Interior Space Square Footage is maintained
• Double Entry Door shifts north
• Modifications to interior and exterior walls, ceilings, and roof elements is reduced
JAN

STORAGE

DANCEHALL

Original

• Cantilevered Sidewalk extends from existing footprint
• Interior Space Square Footage is maintained
• Modifications to interior and exterior walls, ceilings, and roof elements is reduced

SEPARATE ENTRANCE BACK STAGE
SECOND MEETING ROOM
EXPANDABLE TO FULL COMMUNITY SPACE

COVERED PATIO

OPENABLE / ENCLOSED PATIO

Enclose the Covered Patio
Add a Sidewalk

Proposed Design _ BVH
Floor Plan _ BVH

Plan 3B - Possible Alternatives
1 LESS STALL IN EACH BATHROOM
Extend width if needed?

JAN/ SERVICE

FAMILY

FAMILY

MENS

FAMILY

WOMENS

STAIRS TO CRAWLSPACE ?

JAN/ SERVICE / STORAGE

MENS

FAMILY

BREEZEWAY

WOMENS

Suggested Changes - North Addition

Expand the Janitor Closet / Storage
• Closet
Expand
janitor closet/ storage
Make
Entrythe
Internal

•

Make closet entry internal

BREEZEWAY

Suggested Changes - Interior/ Exterior
•
•
•
•
•

KITCHEN
PARKING OFFICES

HALL

WARMING
KITCHEN

SINKS
FRIDGE
MICROWAVE

OFFICE

CLOSET

JAN

STORAGE

Enclose Patio
Utilize folding walls to create 2 interior rooms
Add a single entry door
Shift the double entry door to the north
Extend the sidewalk over the existing foundation walls to
increase useable sq. footage

DANCEHALL

Results

Possible Alternative

•
•
SEPARATE ENTRANCE BACK STAGE
SECOND MEETING ROOM

COVERED PATIO

Proposed Design Alternative

EXPANDABLE TO FULL COMMUNITY SPACE
OPENABLE / ENCLOSED PATIO

Maintain the existing interior square footage
Reduce modifications to interior and exterior walls,
ceilings, and roof elements

Enclose the Covered Patio
Add a Sidewalk

Floor Plan
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Patio Options
3/30 Small Group Response and Possible Variations _ Site Plan Incorporating Chase Bank Site

BVH Comments
•
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Current project does not include the Chase
Bank site across the creek to the south
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Building Design - Plan 3B Alternative - Comments
3/30 Small Group Response and Possible Variations _ Site Plan Incorporating Chase Bank Site

BVH Comments
•

Hiawatha Gardens - Phase 1A + 1B Community Feedback Summary

Current project does not include the Chase
Bank site across the creek to the south
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Building Design - Plan 3B Alternative - Creekside
4/2 Individual Citizen Response and Possible Variations
Cantilevered Sidewalk at South End

Cantilevered Sidewalk at South End

•
•

Existing Conditions

• Building previously extended over the creek retaining wall.
• Several foundation elements for a somewhat lightweight sidewalk and railing are already in place.
• Historical roof line and structure stays mostly intact.

Cantilevered Sidewalk at South End

• Sidewalk is created around entire building
- for east
to west foot
traffic atover
south
end
of building.
• Building
previously
extended
the
creek
retaining wall.
• Interior
Space is not
reduced for a somewhat lightweight sidewalk and railing are already in place.
• Several
foundation
elements
• Modifications to interior and exterior walls, ceilings, and roof elements is reduced
• Sidewalk becomes patio with opening of many folding or sliding glass doors.
• Becomes private with temporary / gates signage at each end.
• Possible placement of benches or seating.
• Reduction of possible undesired long term occupation.

Structural engineer on current team does not
recommend reusing existing foundations over
creek as creek side is compromised
Further investigation in reinforcing will be
evaluated in subsequent phases

General Concept Only
All features to be consistent with similar elements elsewhere.
In addition to foundation work for sidewalk, the creek wall will need to
Existing/
Historical
Conditions
be patched, repaired
and unified.

•
•

- Creekside

Building previously extended over the creek retaining wall
• Several foundation elements still in place
Historical roof line and structure

Results
•
•
•

Proposed Design Alternative

• Sidewalk is created around entire
building
- for eastextended
to west foot
traffic
southretaining
end of building.
• Building
previously
over
theatcreek
wall.
•
Interior
Space
is
not
reduced
• Several foundation elements for a somewhat lightweight sidewalk and railing are already in place.
• Modifications to interior and exterior walls, ceilings, and roof elements is reduced
• Sidewalk becomes patio with opening of many folding or sliding glass doors.
• Becomes private with temporary / gates signage at each end.
• Possible placement of benches or seating.

lace.

BVH Comments

Sidewalk circulation provided around entirety of building
No reduction to interior space
Patio feature is preserved through door openings to the south

General Concept Only
All features to be consistent with similar elements elsewhere.

Hiawatha Gardens - Phase
1A + 1BtoCommunity
Feedback
Summary
In addition
foundation work
for sidewalk,
the creek wall will need to
be patched, repaired and unified.
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Building Design - Plan 3B Alternative - Creekside
4/2 Individual Citizen Response and Possible Variations

BVH Comments
•

Creek Wall Repairs Required

•

Structural engineer on current team does not
recommend reusing existing foundations over
creek as creek side is compromised
Further investigation in reinforcing will be
evaluated in subsequent phases

2
2
2

1

1
1
1

• If.. It is determined that as part of the improvements to the site, major repairs to the creek wall are required

• Then... Upgrading the foundation and constructing the challenging
cantilevered components for a sidewalk can be included in that effort.

• The “covered patio” solution only minimally extends towards the creek,
by trading current interior space and converting to exterior space.
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Building Design - Plan 3B Alternative - Creekside
4/2 Individual Citizen Response and Possible Variations

BVH Comments
•

View from the South Side of Building

Creekside improvements are outside the scope
of this project and have flood plain implications,
but the design team agrees the aesthetic could
be much improved across the creek

Fountain Creek presents itself most beautifully in Memorial and then Mansions Park just across the street from Hiawatha Gardens.
Unfortunately, from Hiawatha Gardens the privately owned Chase Bank property on the south side of the creek features
large areas of poured concrete, unkept hillside and vegetation and some stone walls in need of repair.
Since the south facing view from Hiawatha Gardens is so important, perhaps the city of Manitou Springs and citizens can work to make that
view more pleasing in cooperations with Chase Bank and local individuals and businesses.
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Building Design - Plan 3B Alternative - Crawl Space
4/2 Individual Citizen Response and Possible Variations

BVH Comments
•

Access to the suggested space will be
investigated in future phases

North End - Crawl Space / Low-Height Basement ?

Utilities
Plumbing
Mechanicals
Trash
Storage
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Site Design - Existing Grade Change

4/2 Individual Citizen Response and Possible Variations

BVH Comments
•

South End - Street to Building Elevation Change

Site grading and drainage design will be further
investigated and designed in future phases.
Positive drainage away from the building will be
incorporated into the design

outh End - Street to Building Elevation Change

Street to Building Elevation Change
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Building Design - Plan 3B Alternative - Comments
4/3 Individual Citizen Response and Possible Variations

BVH Comments
•

C

E

C

Site improvements suggested will be
investigated in future phases of the design

C

E
E
Designated Compact
creates wider lane where needed

Only 3B Bldg Plan
shifts to align correctly
with current building location

Using 3 Existing Drive Entries
Increase Flow Options
and Reduces Budget(s)

C

C

C

H
Extend
Slightly

H

tables or
benches at plantings
would be popular
here

H

Ramp reveals elevation change
Street down to Building
(could North Flow to Driveway
yield ADA ramp unecessary?)

50% Parking
and 50% Plaza
is a good mix

tables or
benches at plantings
would be popular
here

L

Handicap Parking
both sides

Open Parking Lot
Easier to Navigate
Accepts Larger Vehicles
Easier to Maintain
Reduces Budget(s)

H

“Back” of Building needs less ‘Plaza”
Benches or tables against building sufficient?

L

RV
BUS
East-West Pedestrian Flow
through and/or around
South Side of Building

RV
BUS

Sidewalks at some perimeter edges necessary?
Curbs at some perimeter edges necessary?

L
Lighting
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Patio Options
4/11 Individual Citizen Response and Possible Variations

BVH Comments
•

Hiawatha Gardens - South Covered Patio - Variation Ideas 4/12/22

current bldg envelope

( General Concept Only - ALL Distances & Dimensions Approximate )

•

Structural engineer on current team does not
recommend reusing existing foundations over
creek as creek side is compromised
Further investigation in reinforcing will be
evaluated in subsequent phases

A
Full Width Covered Patio
Completely Under Roof

retained interior space

B
Wide Partially Covered Patio
Half Under Roof
Half Exposed
( In Between A & C )

C
Uncovered Sidewalk
Minimal Roof Cover

retained interior space

north

south
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Patio Options
4/12 Individual Citizen Response and Possible Variations

BVH Comments
•

Regardless of a design solution - this back area needs to feature a safe solid
level surface for construction activity on the rest of the structure.
Possibly even a priority for site construction prep.

•

Structural engineer on current team does not
recommend reusing existing foundations over
creek as creek side is compromised
Further investigation in reinforcing will be
evaluated in subsequent phases

Regardless of a design solution - this back area needs to feature a safe solid
level surface for construction activity on the rest of the structure.
Possibly even a priority for site construction prep.

West - Less Challenging

East - More Challenging

Plenty of Ground Underfoot

Creek Wall Repair / Foundation & Cantilever Work Required

Previous Building & Roof Addition in this location removed
(SUBSTANDARD) Foundation & Cantilever Structures
Remain in Place

West - Less Challenging

East - More Challenging

Plenty of Ground Underfoot

Creek Wall Repair / Foundation &
Cantilever Work Required

Previous Building & Roof Addition in this location removed
(SUBSTANDARD) Foundation & Cantilever Structures
Remain in Place
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